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Foreword

The mission of the National Center br Improving Science Education is to promote
changes in science curricula, science teaching, and assessment of student learn-
ing in science. The Center analyzes and makes recommendaions for policy and
practice at the national, state, and local levels. As part of this task, the Cover syn-
thesizes and translates the finding& recommendations, and viewpoints expressed
in recent and forthcoming studies and develops practical immures for policy makers
and practitioner& The Center's work bridges the gap between research, practice,
and policy, and it promotes cooperation and collaboration among ormizations,
institutions, and individuals committed to improving science education. This report
is one in a series. The first set of five report& released between mid-1989 and
mid-1990, focused on science education in the elementary years:

Science and Thchnology Education for the Elementary Years: Frameworks for
Curriculum and Instruction

Assessment in Elementary School Science Education

Developing and Supporting lbachers for Elementary School Science Education

Getting Started in Science: A Blueprint for Elementary School Science
Education

Elementary School Science for the 90s: A Guide to Action

The first three reports focus on curriculum and ingruction, assessment, and teacher
development and support. The fourth report is a summary of the findings and recom-
mendations documented in the first three. The Action Guide is a practical tool that
science supervisors can use to carry out the Center's recommendations. This docu-
ment. Assessment in Science Education: The Middle Years, is part of a second set
of reports that focus on science and mathematics education for young adolescents.
The other reports in this smond series include:

Science and lechnokly Education for the Middle Years: Frameworks for Cur-
riculum and Instruction

Developing and Supporting Teachers for Science Education in the MiddleNbar,

Building Scientific Literacy: A Blueprint for Science in the Middle Years

Science for the Middle Years: A Guide to Action



The syntheAs and recommendations in this report were formulated with the help
of the panel whose members are listed on pme 113. We gratefully acknowledge the
help of the many people who have supplied materials and made recommendations
and suggestions for the text of the report While the list would be too long to
acknowledge each contributor, we wish to give special thanks to Sally Crissman
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improvement. For copies of this report or further information on the Cente's work,
please contact The NETWORK, Inc.; 300 Brickstone Square, Suite WO; Andover,
Massachusetts 01810.
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Chapter I
Assessment: The Middle Years

In this report, the Center addresses the assessment of early adolescents' science
learning. The Center defines eady adolescence as ages ten through fourteen. As
we point out in chapter 4, school arrangements br this age group vary tremendously.
Sudents in this age group might be attending an elementary school, a middle school,
or a junior high scirool; each of which can span &variety of gradeseven a IC through
twelfth grade school. One teacher or a team of teachers working tivether might pro-
vide Instruction; or, individual teaches responsible for a specific sublectas in high
schoolmight provide instructbn. Often, administrative needs and traditions
govern school organization and instruction within a district.

In this report, we address science education and assessment for all early
adolescents, no matter what kind of school they attend. Because each of the terms
middle school, junior high school, and middle glades carries organizational and
instructional connotations, we use the more neutral mid& level (or middle years)
and early (oryoung) adolescents when we discus science education for students
in the ten-through fourteen-year-old age group. When discussing specific types of
schools, we indicate which grades or age groups are appropriate.

Obviously, anyone e. Iged in an effort to help schools do a better bb in science
education for early adolescents must focus on two issues: (I) improving the science
curriculum and science instruction, and (2) improving the quality of teaching and
the competence of science teachers. But why worry about assessment? Six reasons
are readily apparent, and, although the reasons for the classroom teacher will dif-
fer somewhat from those of the policymaker, together these reasons provide a strong
case for improving current assessment practices. The teacher should use assess-
ment for the following reasons:

Assessments help guide instruction and make it more effective. Assessment
should be used to establish what students bring to the classroom and what they
are learning as instruction and clasroom activities proceed.

Assessments impress on the students, school shut and parents the imponance
of science education and the expectations for science learning at the middle
level.

Assessments document accurately and co) nprehensively each student's prog-
ress at the end of an extended period of infiructiona semesteror school year,
or when a student moves on to a new classroom.

1 1



The policymaker should use assessments for three purpose&

To monitor the outcomes of science instruction, and, in partkular, the students'
achievements and competencies in .science.

To provide, when combined with other information, the base for formulating
approaches that might improve science education.

lb provide guidance on how resources invested in science education might be
augmented or used differently.

Through these means, assessment canand doesexert a powerful influence on
science education, an influence that has grown as mandates for assessment have
grown. Whether this influence is for good or ill, however, depends on how tests and
other forms of assessment are constructed and their results used. The goals of science
education, curricula and instructional techniques that reflect these gobis, and the
tests and other means of assessment used to establish what the students have
learned and can do in science. Otherwise, assessments will distort the goal* the
curriculum, and what the teacher chooses to do in the classroom. This is as true
for assessments controlled and conducted by teachers for their own purposes as
it is for externally mandated assessments intended for policy uses. Moreover, it does
little good to improve teachers assessment practices without making consonant
improvements in large-scale assessment* so that both will reflect the kind of science
education that advances the intellectual development and interests of young
adolescents.

In the Center's report on assessment in elementory school science education
(Raizen et al., 1989), we focused mainly on how assessment can serve instruction,
that i* how teachers might enlarge and improve their assessment strategies by
monitoring not only their students' progress in science, but the effectiveness of their
own science instruction. But externally mandated, large-scale assessments con-
ducted for policy purposes also must encourage and be consonant with good science
teaching. Therefore, in the previous assessment report, we attended to this type of
assessment as well and explored the inherent difficulties in tests administered to
large numbers of students.

In the current report, we maintain our emphasis on improving teachers' assess-
ment practkes and have limited our treatment of large-scale assessments, because
the tests and assessments teachers carry out in the classroom have more direct con-
sequences for individual studentsfor their learning and their future engagement
with sciencethan do district. state, or national assessments. Also, teachers have
available an array of assessment strategies that can deeply probe the students' prog-
ress and link with more relevance to instructional practices in particular classrooms.
These useful strategies are only just beginning to be introduced into large-scale
ass4..'issments. Nevertheless, the lack of correspondence between many large-scale
assessments and good science education for early adolescents continues to be a
troubling concern.

In this report we first review the capabilities and interests of early adolescents
and consider the nature of an education, especially in science and technology, that

2 AssESSMENr THE MIDDLE YEARs
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can build on these capabilities and interests. In chapter 2, we discuss what is known
&rout the cognitive and sockd ckvelopmera of ten-to fourteen-year-old students. Our
coverage includes, but is not limited la

the student's increasing potential for engaging in the kind of thinking that
characterizes science,

the student's developing reasoning skills, and

the growing student interest in evaluating themselves and others,

the students' continuing need for concrete experience% even as they are helped
to develop formalized abstract thinking patterns.

In chapter 3, the Center presents goal statements it has developed in the comps-
Mon curriculum and instruction report (Bybee et al., 1990). The goals reflect the
graivim capabilities of early adolescents to deal with science content and methods,
and they reflect widely made recommendations kir the education of students in this
age group. The goals address not only science content, but also the relationships
between science and technology and the rekVionships between science, technology,
society, and individualsa particularly motivating subject for this age group. Also
discussed in chapter 3 are the assessment challenges these goals pose and the
knowledge. skills, and dispositions the students should acquire.

The dilemmas of assessment at the middle level are quite like those encountered
in the elementary gradesespecially those concerning the need to assess think-
ing skills as opposed to assessing knowledge of subject matter. Assessment at the
middle level encounters significant complications, however. Early adolescents ex-
hibit thinking skills that are mare complex than those exhibited by elementary
students, and their knowledge base is larger. Also, if one educational goal is to
develc9 critical-thinking and problem-solving capabilities for a variety of situations,
awessnwnt of transfer must be addressed. FUrthermore, if learning-to-learn and self-
assessment skills are educational goals for the adolescent years, strategies for their
assessment must be developed and included in assessment batteries.

Because assessment must be set in the schooling context, we next review, in
chapter 4, the nature of science programs and their broad middle-level school en-
vironnwnt. We first consider current recommendations for the education of early
adolescents in general and science education in particular. %* then contrast and
compare those recommendations with actual practice in today's middle-level
schools.

Chapters 5 and fi are the core of this report. In these chapters, we detail our con-
ception of assessment and instruction in the serviceof science learning. In chapter
5. we point out the opportunities presented by the growing cognitive abilitins of early
adolescents These opportunities include assessments that inform teachers of their
siudents' progress in science and help teachersguide the cou rse of instruction. We
recognize the continuing, although limited, utility ofwell-designed traditional tests,
but we also anempt to broaden the definition ofwhat counts for assessment. Several
examples illustrate how scientific inquiry itself can serve to provide assessment

i 3



opportunities and how teachers can weave assessment into their science teaching.

In chapter S, we stress approaches possible rim in any goodmiddle-level science

classroom. In chapter 6, we consider future directions in assessment and discuss
several approaches still in experimental or trial stage& Several ci these approaches

come from state initiatives for assessing science or mathematics learning thus,
chapter 6 builds a bridge to chapter 7, in which we take up assessment for ,olicy

purposes. A key point of chapter 7 is that decision makers who wish to improve
science eduzation need information not only about the full range of learning out-

comes, but also about the context in which these outcomes are being achieved
types of gudents, characteristics of programsand instruction, and types of teachers

and teaching conditions.

In summary, what does good assesment of micklle-level scienceeducation look

like?

Assessments should match exemplary instruction. Assessment exercises
should be indistinguishable from good instructional tasks and will often be in.
terwoven with them.

Exercises should include hands-on performance tasks that allow students to
demonstrate their proficiency in laboratory activities and scientific thinkiag.

Assessments should probe the student's depth of understanding as well as
knowledge of subject matter

The emphasis should be on both the approach and the product: how an answer
was obtained, how the student carried out a handson activity or conducted
an investigation, and the student's final result.

Some assessments should be built around a student's research or design proj-
ect, free from the time constraints usually imposed by testsand assessments.
Opportunities should be provided for self-assessment and course correction
as the students proceed through the project, so that the teacher can check
whether the student's proficiency in these important management skills has
grown. Such projects also would allow judgments on competence in writing,
presentation of data, the use of mathematics, andif appropriate and
availableuse of the computer.

The notion of "product" or "performance" must be enlarged to include not just
written reports about experiments and answers to test questions, but also
speeches, models, drawings, group presentations, and displays.

There should be opportunities for gioup work designed around tasks too con.
plex for students to undertake individually. In tddition to ptoviding informa-
tion on the student's science learning and performance, this would allow the
teacher to judge how effectively the Individual communicates and contributes
to the group, that is, the student's ability to collaborate effectively.

1 4



policymakers wish to use assessments for making improvements in science
education, then they must take care to collect information not only on student
outcome* but also on the schooling context and sdence programs that pro-
duce the student outcomes. In chapter 8, we conclude this mon with recom-
mendations for actions that will bring thout assessments consonant with the
goal of providing effractiv science education for all young adolescents.
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Chapter II
The Opportunity

During early adolescence humans develop the capacity to think in a way qualitative-
ly diffetent from the thinking typical of students in the early elementary grades. A
large proportion of youths, however, do not realize this capacity. Studies done in
the Unked Kingdom with students in comprehensive secondary schools slum that
only 20 to 30 percent had developed formal operational thinking skillsthe thinking
skills commonly used in sciencealthough the percentage ranged from 60 to 85
percett in elite secondary schools (Shayer and Adey, 1981). Renneret al. (1976) came
to similar condusions about twelfth-grade students in the United States. Failure to
develop these higher order thinldng skills places limits on an individual's contribu-
tions to society and potential for personal development. Formal education consists
of structured experiences and opportunities to reflect on these experiences. Formal
education is critical to the realization of the capacity for reasoning and higher order
cognition. Also, science, as an important component of formal education at the mid-
dle level, can directly support the development of formaloperational thinking. But
to do so, science education must be designed to take advantageof the early adoles-
cent's cognitive and social development.

The Adolescent and Adolescence:
Perspectives

The magnitude of the physiological, cognitive, and social changes that take place
in early adolescence, the years from ten through fourteen, is second only to the
magnitude of changes that take place in the first eighteen months after birth. The
rate of physical growth accelerates, the secondary sexual characteristics develop,
and the physiology of the brain changes.

'IWo of the socio-psychological factors that are distinctly different in these two
periods of the human life cycle are the degree of awareness on the part of the
young person that physical and psychological changes are taking place, and the
dishibution of control between the youth and responsible adults. Unlike the
eighteen-month-old child, who must be constantly reminded by adult caretakers
that it is only so big, adolescents are acutely aware of their rapid growth and the
appearance of secondary sexual characteristics. Furthermore, adolescents are em-
barrassed that others adults or peersalso have noticed these changes. ln

It
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addition to the more noticeable physical changes early adolescents ate also develop-
ing an awareness of thdr thinking processes and the powerful new strategies
available to them.

The locus of control is also very different in these two periods of development.
While the infant exerts independence as it enters early childhood, the adults in the
infant's life have the edge in size, reasoning capacity, and control over resources
The Kblescent, in contrast, is becoming phygcally competitive with &lulls. The
adolescent is developkv a cap...city to reason as an adult, and biological forces com-
pel the adolescent to be inckpendent, althouel they nevertheless realize that adults
are still very much in control.

Majority culture in the United States views adolescence as a traumatic, unplea-
sant period in life through which young adults must be shepherded asquickly as
possible. Milts tend to assume that adolescents find this period in their lives as
painful as those around them do, although evidence from nasearch and interviews
with adolescents contradicts this assumption (Committee on Mole Aence, Group
for the Advancement of Psychiatry, 1968; Offer et al., 1981). Whether the "trauma"
of adolescence is inevitable and universal or an artifact of particular cultures is an
empirical question br which no firm evidence exists. Our stance on this matter
based more on philosophy than scienceis that the extent of the "trauma" can be
reduced considerably If society provides more support for youth in this period. What
is unclear is the kind of support that is best. Adults fear for the sat* of adolescents
who tend to look outside the home for values and models on which to pattern their
behavior. The typical adolescert engages in high-risk behaviors, some as dangerous
as using illegal drugs and alcohol, experimenting with sex, or operating motor
vehicles irresponsibly. Adolescents often act as if they believed that they were im-
pervbus to the dangers of everyday life. Consequently, parents and educatoo alike
contrive ways to protect them. 1Wo strategies for coping with this "dangerms" time
are

Keep the early adolescent busily engaged in desirable activitiesstudying,
sports, art and music lessonsso that neither time nor energy remains for par-
ticipating in undesirable activities.

Create an environmenta playpen, if you willin which the adolescent is
prevented from engaging in potentially injurious behaviors. The second
strategy, unfortunately all too typical of American education, provides a safe
environment that does nc4 promote the development of the cognitive capacities
of early adolescents.

The following description of the intellectual development possible during this
period is based krgcly on tin work of Jean Plage!, whose observations continue
to influence the practice of science education. While the theoretical interpretations
and practical implications of Piagees research have been the subject of considerable
debate, his descriptions d the mooning characteristics of infants, children, and
young adults illuminate most current thinking about the learning and teaching of
sciPnce (Floyd!, 1963; Case, 1985). Presenklay cognitive researchers who are
building on Piaget's work on the evolution of thinking tend to emphasize the con-
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tirmity rather than the difference between the reasoning stages that Piaget has
described (Carey, INS), Rather than postulating that indivithrals eniprge in fun-
&mentally damn ways of thinidng at different stars ri development, these
reseatchets hold that the less-Allied thinkers, regardless of age, know a great deal
less abcan ttm &main with which they ate dealing, and it is Ns lack of knowledge
and understandim of concepts in a partiallar domain that keeps them kmmag-
i% in the more complex reasoning process. The functicm of fom3al educttion, then,
is to deepen the students' knowle* and undersdanding so they can develop the
higher order thinking skills described by Piaget. In the next sectionwe summarize
Piaget's descriptions of higher order thinking as they are relevant to science educe-
lion, particularly the development of formal Terational thinldng.

Formal Opezational Thinking

In early adolescence, students begin to display a qualitatively different kind of
thinking about the natural world and the individual's place in it than that general-
ly displayed by younger children. Early adolescents acquire more knowledge and
a more sophisticated organization of that knowledge, and their intellectual
development proceeds to the point td which scientific thinking can be observed.
According to Piaget, formai operational thinking represents the highest form of
human thought and is characterized by the individual's ability ta

engage in hypothetical-deductive reasoning,

enwrge in propositional reasoning,

use combinatorial analysis and proportional reasoning,

reflect on one's own thought processes, and

consider issues and situations from different perspectives.

Hypothetleal-dedoetive reasoning. The ability to conjecture alternatives to
reality and to test systematically the alternatives against available data indicates
an individual's ability to use hypothetical-deductive reasoning. This ability entails
controlling variables and reasoning from a set LA premises. The compdencies
might be teachable (Linn and Levine, 1976), although they amear to some extent
to depervi on the formulation of a given problem. Hypothetical-deductive reason-
ing enables individuals to have thoughts that go beyond the "here and now:' Also,
these thoughts can influence the adolescent's social and moral cognition.

Propositional reasoning. In contrast to the student in the early elementary
grades, who tends to think in concrete, operational terms and mentally
manipulate only real objects, the older student who displays formal operational
thinking is capable of reasoning using abstract propositions, hypotheses, and
quantitative relationshipsat least in familiar domains(Flavell, 1963), Hypothetical-
deductive and propositional reasoning are the basis for an individual's ability to
reason scientifically.

1 9
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Another sort of competence in shifting perspective is the ability to concr,kier how
others might think about a situation Or an issue. The ability to deveky an effective
scientffic anament is depentkrit on three skills:

genending possible perspectives that others might take,

determining which of these a panicular iravidual holds, and

deveiving a line of argument to counter or complement alternative points
of view.

In Irrational Piagetian theory, the logic structures that facilitate spatial reasoning
also operate in the ability to understand the perspective of others; more recent
ratarch has underlined the importance of context and experience in the ability
to shift perspectives.

histructional implications. As the early adc4escent's ability to mason, reflect,
and consider other perspectives grows, the eductor might be tempted to reduce
direct experience with hands-on activities in favor of remling and writingabout and
discussion of science and technology. Mho* many students at this age are beam-
ing more adept at abstract thinking, more comfortable using mathematics, and mom
skilled and practiced in using thinking skills to solve problems, theyare myertheless
concrete thi nkers most or part of the time. New learning is often elusive, understood
at one moment, slipping away t another. Therefore, problem-solving and decision-
making skills are best practiced around a concrete, visible, memorable activity or
a real experiment, because skills and concepts thus learned can be remembered
from a tangible context. Moreover, hands-on experimentation in science provides
opportunities for planning, observing, selecting evidence, formulating and ruling
out rival interpretationsin short, learning how to impose structure on experience.

Scientific Thinking

Formal operational thinking is a characteristic of scholars in all academic
disciplines. It is also a characteristic of the Hghest levels of social and moral cogni-
tion. Piaget's detailed descriptions of formal operational thinking, howevzr are
drawn largely from mathematics and the physical sciences.

The nature of scientific thinking. Scientific thinking isthe product of formal
reasoning strategies operating on a knowledge base. The structure of the knowl-
edge base reflects the nature of the reasoning processes that store information in
it. Of particular interest in formal operational thinking are two structural features
of the knowledge base that arise from an individual's ability (a) to categorize ob-
jects, events, or ideas on the basis of conceptual rather than perceptual features
and (b) to understand concepts at a theoretical level. The knowledge base of an in-
dividual skilled in formal operational thinking is different from that of someone
thinking in concrete terms, because the former is capable of abstract categoriza-
tion. Concrete operational thinking only requires categorization on the basis of
physical attributes objects on the basis of color, or sounds on the basis of pitch,
for example.



Formai operational thinking requires categorizations of objects or symbols us-
ing abstract 'Mures. Cakegorizing chemical changes accorxing to rem:don type
(oxidation-reduction or neutralization), physics problems accceding to the physical

laws that must be applied to solve them, or organisms according to their function
in a biological system ail present examples of formal operational thinking (Chi et

al., 1984.

individuals thinking in formai operational terms also can understand concepts
at higher levels of abstraction than do individuals thinking in concreteoperational

terms. Concepts can be understood on at least three different levelsof abstmction:
phenomenological, experimental, and theoretical At the pherromenokrOcal level
of abstraction, umkrstanding implies familiarity with the qualitative aspects of
phenomena. Density, for example, can be understood in terms of phenomena--
objects and substances floating and sinking in liquids and gases. However,
understanding re this level ck.ves not imply that the individual understands the =-
planation, only that the individual can completely and accurately describe the
phenomena.

At the experimental level of abstraction, understanding density means knowing
how to measure volume and mass and, consequently, &roily. While understanding
density at this level involves manipulation of concrete objects, the fact density is
a derived quantity, the ratio of two measured quantities (volume and mass), means

that understanding density at this level requires proportional reasoning. Formal
thinking is also necessary to understand the explanation for floating and sinking
phenomena.

At the theoretical level al abstraction, understanding of density implies know-
ing that density is an intrinsic property of substances, a property that depends upon
the mass of the molecules of which the rarbstance is composed and upon the number
of molecules in a unit volume of the substance The knowledge base necessary for
formal operational thinking contains integrated information about a concept like
density at all three levels of abstraction.

DeveloVing edentWic thinking. According to psychological theory, three fac-
tors affect intellectual development (including the development of a science-relevant
knowledge base and science-related skills): physiological maturation, interaction
with the natural world, and social experience. Developmental psychologists tend
to downplay the influence of formal educational experiences (a type of social ex-
perience) in the development of formal vemtkmal thinking. Other psychologists--
the neo-Piagetians, for exampleadmit to te effects of formal education on the
acquisition of formal thinking. For this reason, science educators stress the import-
ance of hands-on science work linked to the student's experiences and accompanied
by discussion among groups of students as well as with the teacher. They stress the
development of conceptual schema through effective education rather than the
physiological development of logical structures. Our report is predicated on the
premise that this sort of welkonceived school science can contribute to the attain-
ment of formal operational thinking.
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Cleating educational environments in which early adolescents can capitalize on
their expanding capacities requites thinking thmugh the relationship between
development and learning The way in which the ielationship between develop-
ment and learning is construed influences the nature of the school science ex-
perience. In much of the educational literature, the distinction between learning
and development is blurred and the relationship between them sub*ct to different
interptetations. One interpretatkm is that development of formal opentional think-
ing occurs independently of formal education. According to this interpretation,
cognitive developmental level is a critical factor limiting the sophistication of the
subject matter that can be learned. This implies that the cognitive *mends of lear-
ning science subject matter should not exceed the developmental level of the learner.

Another, more constructive view is that learning contributes to cognitive develop.
ment. Acton ling to this interpretation, experiences with the natural world that a
child interprets in a social environment contribute in small increments to the child's
knowledge base and tepeitoire of thinking skills. When these experiences are con-
current with the appropriate physiological maturation, one observes the "quantum
leaps" in thinking that characterize the transition from one level of cognitive
development to another. In practice, based on this interpretation, subject matter
is selected for its contribution to the development of formal operational thinking.

The Goals of School Science
and Formal Operational Thinking

When the goals of school science are stated in terms of the characteristics of the
successful science student, the clow correspondence to the characteristics of for-
mal operational thinking is evident. Both the ideal product of twelve years of
school science and individuals skilled in formal operational thinking can

understand scientific concepts, principles, laws, and theories;

criticize the design of experiments as well as design experiments; and

understand the sociology of the development of scientific knowledge.

Furthermore, being able to learn on one's own and to assess one's understand-
ing and progress toward achieving a goal also are desired outcomes of school
science. Although the goals of science education correspond significantly to the
operational definition of formal operational thinking, one critical difference,
which has implications for practice in science education, centers around "know-
ing" something and being able to "figure it out:' Piaget operationally defines
stages in the development of reasoning skills in terms of the ability to respond to
an unfamiliar task, no matter what the domain. Thus, in his view, a correct
response, which would include both the "correct" answer and justification for that
answer, indicates that the reasoning structures necessary to analyze the task
"logically" are available to the student, quite apart from exposux to the subject
matter. In contra.st, the assumptiols underlying the goals of school science start
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with domain knowledge; that is, the student will know the right answer and be able
to justify it rter exposure to the relevant subject matter. Even when pals for science
education refer to app:lation of knowledge and reasonim skills in unfamiliar situa-
tions, the new situations are generally &main specific, that is, they entail scien-
tific knowledge and reasoning skills applicable to acackmic, personal, and civic pro-
blems related to science. 'Dander to the domain of analyzing historical expositbn,
br example, would be considered far transfer, and nc4 expected as an explidt out-
come of science education.

Issues and Diksmnu

As one contemphOes the possibility of "detraumatizing" adolescence by providing
an envimnment in which the developmental tasks of adolescence can be achieved,
one must recognize the impediments to the realization of every student's poten-
tial: lack of knowledge about the detailed nature of the formal experiences that
help to enhance the devekliment of formal thinking; Institutional and structural
issues that include teacher preparation and bends (see the Center's companion
report on teachers and the texhing context at the middle level); and resources
what society is willing to invest to ensure that all but the severely mentallydisabl-
ed develop formal thinking. Among the considerations with regard to resources is
the relative importance of the devdopment of ink-liectual skills compared to the
many other developmental tasks of adolescence This particular issue creates
dilemmas for educational practice in general and for science education in par-
ticular. Some dilemmas are philcoophical: How does formal operational thinking
contribute to the valued outcomes of school science? How does school science
contribute to the development of formal operational thinking? Does society value
formal operational thinking? If so, how much? lb what extent is society willing to
devote its resources to achieving formal operational thinking in all youths? Some
of the dilemmas also have a theoretical component: Are all "normal" youths
capable of becoming formal operational thinkers? What is known about the extent
to which the development of formal operational thinking can be facilitated? If
development can be facilitated, bow is that best accomplished? is the develop-
ment of formal operational thinking accomplished best through the study of
science? If so, what should be the nature of the science experience? How do ex-
periences with the natural world influence the development of formal thought?
Do educational experiences that develop understanding of science concepts ig a
theoretical level and the ability to design a valid experiment create a formal opera-
tional thinker or, ran, ar, is it the case 'hat only the formal operational thinker can
come to understand science? What in all this is the role of social interaction?
Developers of science curricula and instruction need to consider careful responses
to these questions, as well as defining the optimal conditions under which true
scientific thinking develops. In the next two chapters, the goals of science educa-
tion at the middle level (chapter 3) and recommendations for science instruction
(chapter 4) are discussed. In these two chapters, special attention is paid to the
growing capacities of young adolescents. Also, the recommendations are con-
trasted to actual current practice.
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Chapter HI
Goals for Science Education
and the Assessment Challenge

Scientific and technologic literacy Par all citizens stands high on the list of educa-
tional needs for the year 2000 and beyond (National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983; National Science Board Commissionon Precollege Education
in Mathematics, Science and 'Technology, 1983; Task Force on Education for
Economic Growth, 1983; Thentieth Century Fund,1%33; however, for a dissenting
view, see Shams, 1988). 7) summarize the argumerts made by advocatesof science
education; Not only will the economy require an increasing number of scientifically
and technically trained professionals and support posonnel, but most pmduction
and service jobs will require a modicum of quantitative and technical skills (Botkin
et aL, 1984; but see Levin and Rumbtsger, 1983, br counter-arguments). Moreover,
an increasingly compdex interlinking of the man-made and natural worlds makes
it important for people to understand the basicparameters of both these worlds and
their functioning so that they can make effective personal and civic decisions. Re-
cent reports have interpreted in some detail the meaning of scientific and
mathematical literacy with respect to student learning and proficiency in these fields
(American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1989; Mathematical
Sciences Education Board, 1989).

The period of early adolescence can be an exciting time in science education.
Middle-level science instruction must bridge the introduction of science as a set of
accessible activities in the elementary years and science as a sophisticated form of
intellectual inquiry in high school. Children exposed to good science in the elemen-
tary school years have seen something of the ways in which scientists approach pro-
blems, pose question& arwl collect and organize information, but they probably have
seen little of the formai, systematic knowledge structures that characterizemature
scientific disciplines. In the elementaryyears the stutknts lack intellectual maturity,
which limits their ability to work with abstract formal systems. Also, they are just
beginning to develop the 'loot especially mathematical understandings and
symbol systems, necessary to work with abstract scientific concepts. Science hatruc-
lion in high school is grounded in the scientific disciplines. It is formal, rigorous,
and often quantitative. Therefore, middle-level science instruction divides elemen-
tary science and high school science by introducing the power, excitement, and utili-
ty of formal scientific systems without communicating to children that real science
is only comprehensible to the brightest students, the mathematically precocious.
Or boys.
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Education of young adolescents has the dual purposes ofproviding for their con-

tinued perscmal devekvment and fulfilling the aspirations of society. Early In this

century, the literature on junior hie) schools and In recent decathas tlw literature

on middle schools has continuously emphasized the goal of personal ikvelopment

for early adolescent studergs. While personal development us agoal is appropriate,

middle-level educators should not lose sight of the second goal, that ofcontributing

to the society in which the atblescent lives. Putting it mon succinctly, ttw aims of
science education in the middle years are to develop the gudenes apacity to

think scientifically and use the tools and strategies of science, and to

apply science knowledge and skills in addressing individual and societal

problems.

These broad aims lead to several more specific goals.

Goals for &lame
Eduattlon for Early Adolescents

The goals as spelled ott represent general directions. While all students may not

attain all goals with equal proficiency and underganding, all students should

develop some proficiency and understanding. The goals stged for the elementary

years in the Center's earlier reports (Raizen et aL, 1989 Leeds-Horsley et al.,
1989; Bybee et al., 1989) share common elements with those stated here, as the

Center sees articulation of subfect matter drawn from science education across
grade levels as a critical element of reform. In particular, we continue to em-
phasize the importance of teaching both science and technology and connections

between them as well as the importance of engaging students in activities relating

to science and technology. The variations between goals for elementary and mid-

dle levels fe based primarily on the student's developing capacities, as described

in the preceding chapter.

Goal I: Science and technology education should develop adoles-
cents' ability to identify and clarify questions and problems
about the world.

*ung adolescents are first and foremost interested in questions and problems
that relate directly to them. Constructing a middle-level curriculum could easily
begin with such questions as what is normal? Why do organisms behave the way
they do? How are things made? Why do things change? What are the relationships
among things? These questions are intentionally ambiguous. Young adolescents

seldom state questions with immediate personal connectionsWhy do I change?
Am I normal?altheugh these questions are probably closer to their interests.
The point here is to begin with questions and problems that have meaning for
adolescents, rather than with concepts and skills that have scientific and
technologic significance but seem abstract and removed km life. Although
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86:gamuts are likely to have many questions about themselves and their sunound-
hags that are related to scieme and technokw, they may nct see this connection
until they putsue their questions in greater depth. AsIdng questions and Identify-
ing problems are the first steps in scientific inquiry and technolo0c problem solv-
ing. It is appmpriate, therefore, to introduce students to science and technology
education in response to their questions and pmblems.

Goal 2.. Sdence and Window,edwatkm *WIN Woad= adolescents'
operatkoal and critical tbinldng Adis for asnwering questknis,
solving probknne, and making decidons.

As they develop explanations and solve problems, scientists and engineers use
cognitive processes and intellectual models that differ from those that people com-
naxily use Observation, experimentation, and construction of theories in sdence,
as well as consideration of cost, risk, and benefit in technology,are examples of the
processes included in alb: goal. Adolescents should learn what and howscientists
and enffinees think and why they think theway they do. Students need an introduc-
tion to the intellectual rigor and demands ri scientific inquiry and technologic prob-
lem solvingthe need for evidence, the use of logic and creativity. Learning to for-
mutate sound and coherent explanations and developing a nonauthoritarian, skep-
tical posture are aLso important. In addition, students need to acquire the social and
communication skills appmpriate for doirl collaborative science activities. This goal
connects to other general alms imporiant to middle-level education. Among these
other aims are the development of adolescents' operational and critical thinking
skills and their physical, social, and emotional capabilities.

Goal 3: Science and technologyeducation should daelop adolescents'
knowledge base.

Knowledge must be a central concern of science and technology education. "fiadi-
tionally, the science curriculum (including thatdesigned for young Klolescents) has
consisted of facts, information, .and concepts that represent the life, earth, and
physical science disciplines. The criterion for selection and inclusion of subjects
has been that the curriculum should represent the accumulated information within
each discipline. The task of the teacher has been to present the informatbn. 'legs
were used to determine what information the students had retained.

The Center recognizes the importance of adolescents' ability to acquire and apply
knowledge in personal and social contexts, and the Center's goals reflect this. We
recognize the dynamic nature of science and technology and thus recommend
presentation of scientific and technologic knowiedgeas propmed explanations and
proposed solutions. The emphasis should not be on trivia) facts and isolated infor-
mation. Rather, the emphasis should be on the acquisition of a knowledge base,



the acquisition of concepts that unify disciplines within the sciences, and an

understanding of technology. The focus of midde-level education should be on

krrowledge, concepts, and wocedures that have the widest potential for use in we's

life, and that help the individual meet family and societal responsibalbas. Nnce kar-

ning often proceeds from specific cases to gentsalisslions. the emphags should be
reaching a deep, rich, and rewarding apprecigionand understanding of a relative-

ly small number of carefully chosen phenomena that provide opportunity for broad-

ly applicable methods of inquhy.

Goal 4: Science and technology educatkm siumk1 ftselop adolescents'
understanding of the history and nature of science and
technology.

Adolescents also need to undetstand science and technology as cultural and social

activitkas. Historical and present-day csamples can vividly Illustrate Irow societyand

culture influence science and technology anti how tedtnokey and science influence

culture and society. Thus, the social context in which scientific explanations and

technologic solutions are presented determines their shape. By the same token,

some xientific and technologic events have historical significance and have helped

shape Western culture. Consider, for example, the revolutions of Nicolaus Coper-

nicus, Isaac Newton, and Albert Einstein; the ccetributions of Charles Danvin,
Charles Lyell, and James Watson and Francis Crick to the current understanding

of the processes of evolution; and the roles of such individuals as James %Vet in the

Industrial Revolution. These developments have had significance beyond their

scientific corgent and technologic products; indeed, they have changed %mid culture

(Bybee, 1990). There is andher important reason for spending time on the history

and development of science and technology. Students' conceptual understanding

of the world sometimes appears to parallel that of history; for example, many
students have an Aristotelian view of nature. Presenting difkrem historical perspec,

tives, while affirming that others have perceived the world the way some people

do now, can serve to challenge problematical conceptions that gudents might hold

and provide structures for reformulating their explanations. Adolescents should
begin developing an understanding of the nature of science and technology. They

should see science as a particular way of knowingabout the world, and technology

as a way people adapt to their environment. How do the sciences and technology

advance? What constitutes a valid scientik explanation? How is science different

from other ways of knowing, such as history, literature, or religion? Is technologic

problem solving different from other forms of problem solving? Science for M

Americans (American Association kir the Advancement of Science, 1989) provides

examples that further clarify both what this goal includes and the conception of
science and technology that we hold at the Center. The adolescent should under-
stand that science assumes the world is understandable, that scientific explanations

are durable but subject to change, and that science cannot explain all things. Con-

ceiling technology, adolescents should undergand the interactions between science

and technology, that technologic problem solvinginvolves design under constraint,

that technology involves control, that technologies can have unintended conse-

quences, and that technologic systems can fail.
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Goal Ss Sdence and technology education &oak, advance adokscents'
undesVanding of the limits and possitAlities of science and
led:tufty in explaining the untold world and solving human
problem

Science and technology ditectly rel.te to contemporary Ammican life. They serve
as agents for social change, and, in turn, they are changed by sodety. Individuals
and naticts are increasingly being asked to make decisions that infltxmce the quality
of life. Understanding the limits and possibilitks of science and technok3gy has a
direct bearing on the rids for gewral education in the science& This goal encom-
passim the need to develop personal decision-making abilities. This goal also ex-
pands the adolescent's pctential br meanimful work and camas and cultivates the
adolescon's citizenship nmonsibilides. These goals represent an integratbn of our
conception of science and technology and the mafor orWntation of middle-level
education. The task is to see that young adolescents develop% in a posonal and social
context, the rust complete and mutate understanding of science and technology
that is possible at their age and star of development. Not only is it important for
them to understand the processe& the concepts, the history, and the nature of science
art technology; it is equally imonard that these adolescents recognize what science
and technology can and cannot cb, what they are and what they are not, and how
they do and do not influence individuals and society.

The Assestanent Challenge

The goals of middle-level science instruction have implications for assessment.
The classroom tests teaches develop and use both express their own understand-
ings and also communicate to their students what is important to learn from
science instruction. If only new vocabulary is tested, there is an implicit message
that science is mostly a matter of memorizing new terms. If only factual
knowledge is tested, the message may be that science is a static body of facts, prin-
ciples, and procedures to be mastered and recalled on demand. If tests call for the
students to engage in active exploratbn and reflection, to pcse new questions and
solve new problems, tht message can be that science is a mode of disciplined in-
quiry, applied vecialized knowledge, investigative procedures, and rules of
evidence for understanding both the natural world and the technologies through
which humans have shaped that world to their ends. Even in elementary school,
children can use classroom tests to help them understand what they should be
learning. But during the middle years, with the growth of the capacity for abstract
thought and especially for reflection about one's own learning, the messages
students receive from classroom tests assume increasing importance.

Classroom tests communicate not only the character of the teacher's intended
learning outcomes, but also the level at ighich mastery is expected. If standards
and expectations are set too low (perhaps in a well-intentioned but misguided ef-
fort to accommodate the special needs, diversity, rapid physical growth, or
presumed cerebral dormancy of young adolescents), the students may infer that



they are not really expected toinager difficult concepts. Low standards and expec-
tatiom mien retard learning, and consequergly tin transition to high school science
will be needlessly clifficult, or, worse, might never occur. Yet, If standatds ate set
too high, the dfect can be to reinforce the unfortunate stereotype that science is too
difficuk for most students.

Early adolescence is a time br exploration and experimentation, a time when
students may test their interests and capabilities in a variety of content areas and
brm enthning immersions of different sub)ect mattes. Akhot4th Queer choices re
ran* established until much later, tlw imprestkons early acblescents form, asiti the
decisions that they, their parents, teachers, and counselors make about tracking and
courses to take in high school, ptufoundly affect their options for postsecondary
education and their future vocigiona studtmts' understanding of their
mathematical and scientific abilities, and their decisions about courses they take
in these eras, are far too important to be left to chance ln particular, the middle-
level science program should acquaint youths with the wonder and excitement of
formal science, and aid them in reaching an honest, but optintstic, assessment of
their own capabilities to profit from future scientific study in high school. Sound
classroom testing practices, including fair and consistent stamilards and expecta-
tions, can further these ends.

If science and technology education successfully address these goals, they will
frster time types of outcomes: increased factual and oanceptual knowledge increa&
ed laboratory, thinking, and social skills; and increased &Positionto aPPly one s
knowledge awl skills to unfamiliar situations. Increased learning in these threeareas
is a prerequisite both br scientific literacy and kw preparing to enter scientific or
technical careers. The assessment challenge is how to adequately probe the students'
competenciss in all three of these areas and how to avoid certain adverse effects
of testing.

Science Knowledge

The knowledge category indudes the "what" of science and technology
knowing facts about the natural and man-made worlds, for example, understand-
ing that sounds are patterns of motion and that the sounds of instruments or one's
voice vat), as vibrations vary; knowing that rivers are pan of the water cycle and
knowing how their power is translated into electric energy; and understanding
the functions of primate groupings and social interactions. Also included in the
knowledge category are the concepts, principles, laws, and theories that scientists
use to explain, for example, how vibrating strings relate to sound, how heat
energy from the sun drives the hydrologic cycle, and the role of communication
among primates. Beyond facts about the natural world, the theoretical knowledge
used to compose explanations for these facts, and an understanding of how factual
and conceptual knowledge are applied appropriately, the science knowledge
category alsoas noted in the discussion of goals includes knowledge about the
scientific and technologic enterprises: their history, methods, philosophy, and
values and their influence on human existence.
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Aeseeebg science knowledge. The fitst task inassessing the science knowledge
acquired by students is deckling which categories of that knowlefte are to be pro-
bed, and what kixnvierUe within each categoty Atould be represented on a teg.
Once these decisicms have been made, testing offactual and theoretical knowledge
and knowledge abate the scientific and technologc enterprises can be carried out
with relative ease, usingpaper and pencil. Often. short-answer Of multOle-choice
items= used. This type dassessment immat allowsa single petson to administer
the test in gioup settings., hence, the execises making up the assessment can be
given to a large number ci individuals. Because of the relative ease and diciency
of paper-and-pencil tests, particularly thoselike multirde-choicethat can be
scored by machines, most tests if itended br monitoring purposes, that is, pioviding
national, state, or district-wide mfonnatfonon student achievement take this for-
mat (lot example, state-mandated tests, commeiciallyavailable standardized tests,
and tests used by the National AssessFment of Echicational Prowess and in inter-
national comparisons). Urdortunately, all too often, multiple cbcdce items test recall
of unconnected bits of information, thereby conveying a distortedmessage about
the nature of science Assessment% however, ne ed not be limited to this form of
test. 'limbos, in particular, have other strategies availableto thent They can design
estrdy questions and review written and oral reports. They can also USE more infor-
mal methods for gauging their gudents science knowledge and embed assessment

what knowledge has been learred in more holistic assessment strategies, as
described in later chapters.

interinetIng tests of science knowledge. Ists intended to assess science
knowledge have a second important characteristic. For well-constructed exercises,
the responses can be interpreted with reasonable certainty. A correct response in-
dicates that the individual either knew the information required for theanswer, or
was able to figure it out using inbrmation plovided as part of the question. (Of
course, it could also be a lucky guess.) Determining the correctness of the response
does not need to take into account the thinking skills the individual might have
applied in comprehending the written item, in retrieving the fact from memory, in
reasoning from the information in the itemto the correct ansv.w, or in eliminating
incortect responses. In other words, the concern is not with the means individuals
may have used to access the information or the reasons for their conclusions, but
only in whether or not they have presented the correct information. Hence,
tesponses to factual items are relatively straightforward to interpret, whereas inter-
pretation becomes inciter ingly more difficult for items intended to test skills and
dispositions

Skills

Meeting goals beyond knowledgeacquisition entails developing four intertelated
types of skills: practical laboratory skills, scientific intellectual skills, generic (for-
mal and practical) thinking skills, and social skills.



_

Assessing practical laboratory ukIll& Skills develcsment for tlw mickfic-level

students shotdd build upon their experiences in the elementary years For exam-

ple, in their early yews, children learn to measure mass by using a double-pan

balance to compare differeg °Meets wfth uniform masses, such as paper clips,
thumbtacks, weights. At the middle level, they should be able to move on and

discuss the accuracy of their measurements and possilAe sources of error. By the

time the students reach high school, they should tuulerstand the mechtmits of
measuring mass (and the connected uncertainties) well enough that they can use

a digital balance, and thereby save weiering time and focus instead on interpreting

the usefulness or significance of the data.

MiddWevel students should be able to measure length, volume, mass, time, and

temperature, using instruments capably and quantitative dee comfortably. They

should also be able to use a microcomputer independently to enter, store, sod

retrieve data and to simulate experimental conditions.

Assessing laboratory and computer skills requires laboratory equipment,
materials, and computers This sort ei assessmentdistinguishes bedween knowing

about how to do something, which can be probed with paper-and-pencil tests and

having the competence to do somthing, which cannot. 'lb assess the latter, assess-

ment techniques need to dandy match the ability to carry out a giver scientific pro-

cedure or design task. Obviously, this type of assessment is more difficult to ad-

minister and score and requires more material resourcesthan do paper-and-pencil

assessments. Nevertheless, NAEP conducted a successful piled study in this area
(National Assessment of Educational Progress 1987), and Connecticut. New York,

and California also are now experimmting with incorporating performance tasks

in their science assessments. In scienceclassrooms that include science activities

as a regular part of instruction, teachers have many opportunities to observe these
skills in action, with the added benefit of being able to do corrective teaching as

deficiencies manifest themselves.

At the middle level, observing, classifying, measuring, and other laboratory skills

useful for gathering informadon will recede from prominence, being no longer ends

in themselves. This aids the assessment problem to some extent, as the students

will be able to record in a journal or notebook observations and data that can be

easily monitored by a teacher. The importance of keeping records in accessible kerns

can be ma& clear to students by presenting challenging and meaningful problems
whose solutions depend, s least in part on the accuracy of measurements made

over time and the careful recording of changes in experimental conditions. Examples
of relevant activities are given in chapter 5.

Assessing scientific intellectual skills. These skills include the ability to

generate a hypothesis; to design an experimentthat is a valid test of a hypothesis;

and to collect, reduce, present, interpret, and analyzedata (Frederiksen and Ward,

1978). Skills reiated to technology include the design and building of artifacts in-

tended to perform a specified function. The combination of intellectual skills reit,

vant to science and technology also includes procedural knowledgeknowing
"how" to apply the "what," or the factual and conceptualknowledge and laboratory
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skills one has acquired. Procedural krxmledge is the key to adchessing unfamiliar
seifsaifie questions or open:donel egoblems that may arise in the course ci one's
work, for studenb as well as for westing scient1sts engineers, or technicians.

The devekving ability of early adolescatts to reason deductively; to remove
themselves a bit from their experience, and to see how things mkiht look to another
observer should enable them to be more flexible ski open minckd as they examine
data. A middle-level student can be expected to understand madly that the failure
to be able to report a tesult must be explained some way. Middle-level students
should also undestand that they must present the data as they obsetve them, rmt
as they think the dida ought to be. The students &Mild continue their practice from
elementary school ci estimating and using the words greater, less than, the same
as, and they should rum use their estimees to question whether measurements
or calculations are accurate and reliable. They should be developing enough self-
confickswe to report whm they actually see and to understand the role that hones-
ty plays in the scientific enterprise. By the end of their middle-level education, they
should be able to criticize their own work and monitor their own thinldng.

Assessing the intellectual skills of sciencehypothesis generation, experimen-
tal design, data collectke, data analysis, and data interpretatkm--introduces ad-
ditional confounding factors. Scientific intellectual skills integrate a complex variety
of generic thinking skills with the ability to select and perform appropriate prac-
tical laboratory skills. The following example stags out with a measurement pro-
blem, but quickly expands to a potential test of scientific thinking skills

In most tests and assessment exercises, scientific intellectual skills are assumed
to be generic skills that the student should be able to use in any scientific context.
However, many testing experts disafgee with this assumption, arui theyargue that
familiarity with the context of the assessment exercise and the science knowledge
available to the student are more impottant factots in the ability to perform an ex-
ercise than the scientific inteffectual skills. It is certainly conceivable that a student
could succeed by using either science and context knowledge or scientific intellec-
tual skills. This makes interpreting a student's performance quite difficult, particular-
ly if the test is externally designed and scored.

Assessing generic thinking skills Included in this category are problem-
solving skills and quantitative, logical, and analogical reasoning. These are com-
ponent skills of scientific intellectual skills as well as intellectual skills associated
with other disciplines (Nicketson, 1988), The problems of designing an assessment
exercise and interpreting a student's perkIrmance, that we described previously,
sevemly affect the assessment of generic thinking skills. The difficulty lies in inter-
preting the behavior an assessment exercise elicits, and, again, this interpretation
is especially difficult when the assessment is out of context.

When a student performs an exercise and gives an answer, one has no way of
knowing the mental processes and knowledge the student used to arrive at the
answer. For cram*, Oa student is given a description of a physical event and asked
to explain it, the student's correct explanation may be the result of simply being
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familiar with the [dilation and knowing the ex0analkan for it. Alternatively, the stu-
dent mWht be unfamiliar with the situatkm, yet be abk to mcogrdze that a particular
scientific principle applies to the situation. The stucknt can then awly the primi-
ple with the appropriate masoning skills and come to a correct answa. Another
possibility is that the student uses incorrect information when develoOng an ex-
*melon, but uses a correct scientific principle and rules of logic while coming to
an incorrect answer. On the basis of the answer alone, tim examiner cannot possthly
know whether the performance repregmts recall; logical applkation of coned fac-
tual Inkamation, a scientific primiple, and mks of logic or rigid thinking with mom
information.

Assessing social skills. Humans am generally social beings, and young
adelescems are particularly so. Consequently, the middle years of educatkrn are tlw
best time to complement the students' gmwing facility in general thinking, science
thinking, and laboratory work wfth skfils for working dectively in groups The need
for developing social skills in sdence grows na only out of an interest in improv-
ing the students' social skills per sealthough that is an important goalbut also
out of the dose connections ammo; social skills, learning, and sdence. Social skills,
such as listening carefully and respectfully, exchanging ideas and information,
welcoming a divan array of approaches to solving prcthlems, and acknowledging
that a varkty of "right" answers (or reastmable intenxelations) are possible, are some
of the skills the students require. Such skills enable the gudents to grapple active-
ly and productively with complex knowledge and ambiguous problems. Given a
problem or task that is within their capability to solve, students who are working
together can be expected to take on challenges that require perseverance and com-
mitment. Moreover, when young adolescents employ their developing skills in
science learning and do so in working groups, the classroom becomes a replica-
tion of a community of science scholars pursuing scientific knowledge as a social
activity. Thus, the students begin to learn about the culture of science and to learn
skills valued in the workplace, where the application of science usually proceeds
through teams working together.

Assessing social skills is difficult. Written communication, such as laboratory
reports, reports on the design and comaruction of artifacts, or essays on a particular
scientific or technologic development, can be evaluated both for their scientific con-
tent and the quality and appropriateness of language use. But most communica-
tion skills involve direct interaction with other persons, and these skills are best
observed during group work. Time for such observation can be short and interprets-
tion difficult, particularly for science teachers in schools with departmentalized struc-
tures who may see as many as 125 students in the course of a school day. At the
classroom level, vot diagnosis of problems related to social skills (or lack thereof)
during normal monitoring of the classroom process may suffice. With respect to
large-scale assessments, the need for highly trained observers would make valid



and mita* zssessments of social skills expensive and feasible, perhaps, only for
mall subsamples.

Assessing dispositions and haidts of ohni. Acquiring a knowledge base in
science and devekwing the skills to awly the relevant knovleckqe to academic prop-
!ems in school are mcessary, but not sufficient in themselves. Unlessscience educe-
tion inclines one to apply scientific knowledge and skills to new situations in one's
work daily We, and when one makes petsonal and social decisions, neither the goal
of developing productive sdence prokssionals nor the goal of scientific literacy for
all citizens will have been achieved.

Science education in the middle years should continue to address ditpositions
and habits of mind as much as development of content and skills. When planning
curriculum, instruction, and assessments, one must take into account the assump-
tions and attitudes students have about the nature of science and technology and
about themselves in relation to science and technology.

Goals for developing scientific habfts of mind or scientific attitudes do no chew
at the middle level per se, but the emphasis should take advantage of the interests,
needs, and strengths of students as they move through adolescence. Some of the
most important scientific attitudes and dispositions that students should come to
understand and practice are

Desirhag knowledge. The curiosity and desire to know and understand the
world should have been nurtured in the elementary years and should be sus-
tained. The questions a student is asked should increase in complexity. For ex-
ample, whereas five- to ten-year-old students find physical and chemical
changes interestir3 in and of themselves, a teacher at the middle level might
have to plan a discrepant event, such as boiling water in a flask with ice cubes
around it, to stimulate questioning about the way the world works.

Behig skeptical. Getting students to question authoritarian statements and
increasing their confidence in independent thinking should be further
developed at the middle level. Because students in these years will become in-
creasingly able to understand another point of view, trade-offs, risks, and
benefits; and because they will be increasingly able to take responsibility for
their own health and safety, this isan important attitude to cultivate and should
greatly interest young adolescents.

Relying on data and relykag on reason. Development during the middle
years should enable the students to become increasingly able to coiled and
orwmke data and to use data to test idea& Adolescents'ability to reason, to stand
back and take another perspective, are strengths that will help them develop
this habit of mind.

Accepting ambiguity. Although students often hope for a "right" anster or
clear solution or outcome to experiments or problems, in practice data in scien-
tific and technologic problem solving are often ambiguous. The notion that con-
clusions in science are tentative isa habit of mind that ought to be more clear-
ly understood by students as they move through middle-level science education.
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These habits of minddesiring knowledge, beirg skivtical, accepting ambiguity,
and relying csi sound information and rationing with ftcharacterize the &posi-
tion towatt continued entergemtmt wfth sdence

Making judgments about the extent to which students have &wired the habits
of mind that dispose them to apply scientific knowledge and skills outside the for.
mal chmenuom setting adds yet =Miter level d complexity to assestanen. One might
attempt to mess dispostion by the use of a self-nport that is, describing situations
and asking individuals to indicate whether or not they would take a "scientific" ap-
proach to analyze them. This method has not yielded particularly trustworthy in-
formation (Gardner, 1975; Munby, 1983; Mumam and Ralzen, 1988). A more 41-
pmpriate method is to °home indivkkials and determine whether they use a scien-
tific approach to personal and civic problems. This method requires extensive
resources and, evesi when attenyted, the direct observations that tesuft are difficult

to interpret. Does failing to take a scientific approach indicate that the person has
the inclination but not the mquisite skills? The iequisite skills but not the inclina-
tion? Neither? ln luidition, context has a profound influence on behavior. For ex-
ample, not being scientific in approach in one situation might be an indication that
either the skills or the inclination are not in place. An alternative intemreation is
that the person did net deem the scientific approach or the solution suggested by
that approach appropriate for that particular situation, but would demonstrate a
scientific inclination in other situations.

A possible way around these dilemmas is to measure observable behaviors, for
example, the students' interest in voluntarily unckstaking sck,nce activities beyond
prescribed classroom work (and subsequent enrollment in science electives), the
students' self-monitoring of their work and their monitoring of peers. 'firachers might
add observations on these behaviois to the records they keep on their students. Con-
ceivably, some structured performance tasks might also provide opportunity for
observing these behaviors, particularly if the tasks call for sustained work. At this
stage of understanding, however, much rwe Rise& :his needed in this area to iden-

tify behavkns that are reliable indicaton of future willingness to continue an engage-
ment with science and continue to apply one's science knowledge and skills.

Many assessments have included measures of attitudes about science as a way
of getting at present and future scientific dispositions and habits of mind. These
assessments ask whether the students like science lessons or their science teachers,
whether they value the contributions of science to society, and whether they have
plans kir science careers (Hueftle et al., 1983; Mullis and Jenldns, 1988), These sorts
of attitude measures have two kinds d shortcomings: results are often paradoxical
(for example, "I like my science teacher" but, from the same student, "science class
is borings) and difficult to make sense of (Munby, 1983), Further, the linkages
between attitudes about science even if they could be better assessedand
achievement, let alone later dispositions to engage with and use science knowledge
and skills, are open to question (Willson, 1983). Other proxy variables that resear-
chers have used to assess scientific dispositions and habits of mind include im-
pulsivity, attitude toward one's own competence, and fair-mindedness (Nickerson,
1988; Rowe, 1979). Further work will have to be done before the proxy variables
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can be linked with any confidence to scientific &whims and habits of mind, in-
eluding the disposition to apply science knowledip and skills.

The Effects of Ar

Age and its cortelate, level of cognitive development, b; andher confounding !K-
W in science assessment. Performance on a problem- solving exercise for a ten-
year-old might well be recall of information for the thirteen- year-old. Also, the
thirteen-yesw-old will be able to bring a greater wealth of operience to the exer-
dse. Moreover, the relevant experiences available to one youngster might be very
dffferent from those available to another who wows up in a different environment.
For example, there is evidence that girls, even at an early age, have different
exposure than . do boys to catain experiaxesfirdng simple electrical or
mechanical things, playing with motor-driven toys, building tree houses, using
scientific ewipmentrelevant to solving some science probions (Mullis and
Jenkins, 1988). As age is easily established, it can be factored into interpretations
of assessment of performance, but the role of experience is difficult to take into ac-
count unles; an assessment specifically collects relevant background inkirma-
tion, as does NAEP (Hueltle et al., 1983; Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).

Learning awr Time

The problems inherent in assessing complex learning outcomes can be analyzed
in a more general fashion. In an article in the New Dim:lions in Measurement
series several years ago, Snow (1980) described a "continuum of tekient generality"
in both aptitude and achievement measurement. Referent generality refers
roughly to the range of situations to which a given aptitude or achievement per-
tains. At the highest level, there might be aptitudes like general mental ability
(RIQS) or the kind of broad, complex developed achievement measured by the
SAT At the lowest level, there might be aptitudes like "speed of response time" or
achievements like "two-column subtraction with borrowing." Important science
learning outcomes are likely to be higher in referent generality than narrower
learning outcomes. Examples are students' understandinw of scientific method
or of such higher. level knowledge as the relationships between structure and
function, the meaning of scale, or the concept ofsystems.

Outcomes higher in referent generality are harder to teach directly, because
they must be visited time and again, in a range of contexts, using different
materials and different illustrations. They are harder to assess because they are
less closely tied to any particular learning wivity. The problem is how to assess
understanding of the broad organizing principles, the inquiryapproaches, and the
ways of knowing that characterize science in the context of a particular learning
unit, given that these understandings may take years to develop. The problem is
not unique to science, nor is it solved in other content areas.
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in the MiddleYears

Good science education must be supported by good assessment, and good assess-ment is possible only in the context of good science education. Therefore, before
discussing stroegies that can respond to the ornament challenges posed by thegoals and outcomes outlined in the previous chapter, we need to consider how
scho& and science pmgrams address these goals andoutomes. We begin by brieflyoutlining the broad context: a widely held and, among many, a deeply felt set of
beliefs about the special needs of ycamg adolescents and the role of schools andscience program in accommodating these needs. We then characterize what ac-tually takes place for most students at the middle level: school organizational ar-
=gement* science curricula, science teachers and their working conditions. Wenote how this context can shape the students' access to science and perhaps in-fluence their attitudes toward and learning of science. I* conclude by discussing
some of the implications for assessing student outcomes and key features of science
program&

What is Differentabout
Middle level Education?

Middle-level whoolsjunior high, intermediate, and middle schoolsare
potentially society's most powerful force to recapture millions of youth adrift
and to help every young person thrive during early adolescence. *I all toooften these schools exacerbate the problems of young adolescents. A volatile
mismatch exists between the organization and curriculum of middle-level
schools and the intellectual and emotional needs of young adolescent& CaughtIn a vortex of changing demands, many youths' engagement in learning
diminishes, and their rates of alienation, substance abuse, absenteeism, and
dropping out of school begin to rise.

This assertion of the CarnegieThsk Force on Education of Young Adolescents inits 1989 report, liming Points: Preparing American Ibuth for the 21st Century, pro-bably strikes those unfamiliar with the literatureon young adolescents and middle-
level education as unusually strong, even startling. Yet Carnegie's current claimmight be little more than the most recent expression of an eighty-year-oldeffort to
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acknowledge the unique and challenging needs of4en- to fourteen-year-olds, and

the general failure of schools to meet them.

Belids aboutMaks-level
Rim:lents and WhatThey Need

Long before there was an understanding of the develcying cognitive competen-

cies of students in the middle years (discussed in chapter 2), psychologists and

educators called attention to the significant and often tumultuous physical, SOCIal,

and emotkmal changes in young adolescents They also promoted the notion that

schools should better accommodate the special needs of this age group They

were not without influence. As early as 1909, changes in school organization that

separated grades seven, eight, and nine from the later high school years stemmed

largely from G. Stanley Hall's (1905) work on the psychology of adolescence. And

interest in the special characteristics of young adolescents and what these

characteristics imply for school programs has continued thnxighout the centuty.

A decade ago, kw example, the National Society for the Study of Education

published Zqvard Adolescence: The Afid4k School Wars (Johnson, 1980). A

theme running throughout its chapters is that students in the middle school years

are different: they have a high degree of intellectual curiosity; a wide ramp of

skills, interests and abilities; and they prder active involvement to passive learn-

ing activities Not only were young adolescents found to be different from their

older and younger schoolmates they also were observed to differ considerably

from one anotherin physical, social, emotional, and cognitive development

(Maurice, 1980).

'Tvo syntheses of writings on the special mission and functioning of junior high

schools, one in 1940 and the other in 1970, show that throughout the past fifty

years educators have been remarkably consistent in the educational implications

they draw from these characteristics of students (Gruhn and Douglas, 1971). In

1987, Hurd summarized the most common recommendations for schools

designed to serve young adolescents:

1. Integration. Learningexperiences should be integrated "into effective and

wholesome pupil behavior" as well as link the subjects in the curriculum.

2. Exploration. Schools should lead students to discover and explore their

own interests, abilities and skills and provide opportunities to include

"cultural, social, civic, avocational and recreational interests" as a basis for

vocational decisions

3. Guidance. Assistance should be provided to enabie students to make in-

telligent educational and vocational decisions and wholesome ,ocial and

personal choices.

4. Differentiation. Opportunities should be provided that accommodate

students of different backgrounds, interests abilities, and needs.

4 1
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5.Socialization. Learning experiences should be included that will enable
students as citizens to participate in and contribute to this country's democratic
society.

6.Ardadation. Schools should provide students with help in acquiring the
backgrounc6 and skills that will iielp them succeed in later education and adult
life.

Recent changes in the social milieu of adok.Amnts have not altered these long-
standing beliefs about what sk.nools should provide students at the middle level.
Several recent reports have caned for programs that focus on the physical, sociai,
and emotional needs of adolescents as well as on their academic learning. These
reports also recommend programs that provide integrated curricula, exploratory
experiences, and opportunities for dose relationships with adults and peers (for ex-
ample, see the National MiddleSchool Association's report, This We Believe [1982];
the report by the National Associatito of Secondary School Principals, An Agenda
for Excellence at the Middle School Level [1985]; and the report of the Superinten-
denes Middle-grade Usk Force, Caught in the Midde Educational Reform for Nbung
Adolescents in California Public Schools [1987]). The one prominent recent addi-
tion to this long-standing agenda is the goal of helping students learn how to learn
and think. Most likely, this new program goal follows from mote recent understand-
ings of adolescents' cognitive development.

While the perceived importance of academic preparation (versus meeting the
students' developmental needs) has waxed and waned throughout the century, most
advocates for ten- to fourteen-year-olds seem to want both, and most believe that
both are possible with an integrated, exploratory, and flexible middle-level program.
For example, the National Middle School Association (1982:10) asserts that

The curriculum must carefully balance academic goals and other human
development needs. A middle school cannot succeed in fulfilling its educa-
tional responsibilities if it ignores non-cognitive objectives. Indeed, it cannot
succeed in fulfilling its cognitive objectives if it does not recognize the inter-
related affective goals.

To achieve this balance, the association recommends that schools provide a range
of organizational arrangements. for example, block scheduling, multi-age group-
ing, and alternative schedules; varied instructional strategies with an emphasis on
small-group methods, peer interaction, independence, and experimentation; a full
exploratory program, for example, high-interest, short-term lessons and units, con-
trolled student choice, mini-courses, special-interest activities, independent study
projects; comprehensive peer and adult counseling; consideration for the wide varia-
tion in the progress that students make; evaluation that emphasizes individual
uniqueness; interdisciplinary curriculum planningiLams; and a family-like school
atmosphere.

Similarly, the recent Carnegie Task Force oil Education of Young Adolescents
(1989) calls for specific changes in the organization of middle schools and their
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curricula, teaching force, and relehmships with families and communities. The task
brce intends for these chew to simultaneously promote intellectual and penonal
growth. Among its recommendations, the task force asks schools for young
adolescents to "reorsinize into smai communities cehouses' that bster dose rela-
tionships between students and teachers; teach a core academic program that tesults
in literacy (including scientific literacy), critical thinking skills, healthy living skills,
ethical behavior, and responsible citizenship; ensure success for all students by
creating heterogeneous, cooperative, flexible, and resource-rich learning en-
vironments; improve academic performance by promoting health and fitness, and
providing access to health care ami coonseling."

Notices* absent horn any of these writings on education for young adolescents
and wint they need from school is the more tralitional approach of teaching the
disciplines as discipline' In fact, the conceit of the middle-level grades as a "hullos"
high school characterized by the ommizaion, curricula, instructional strategies,
and psychosocial environments ci senior high schools is seen as antithetical to the
developmental and intellectual needs of students of this age. The fact that most
schools serving students in their middle years follow this traditional pattern (as we
will report in more detail below) has provided the impetus for the middle school
movement.

Science for Students in the Mkidle Years

What do these beliefs and recommendations for middle-level education imply for
srience education? In the 1960s and 1970s, reforms in science education for
middle-level education focused on the need to produce more scientists. The
primary goal of most of the new discipline-based curricula developed during this
period was to prepare students for further study of science (Hurd, 1987; Weiss,
1986). The few attempts made to create interdisciplinary curricula for the middle
level came late in this reform period and proved less acceptable to the schools
than the earlier discipline-based curricula. In recent years, howt er, a number of
science educators and researchers have drawn on the more general middle school
literature to recommend new directions for science programs for young
adolescents.

For example, Yager (1 :12) has suggested that middle-level science programs
can better accommodate the needs and interests of young adolescents by focusing
science lessons on the students themselves, "what they bring to the study, what
they can do, and evidence of growth in various domains." He has recommended
that program goals be oriented toward the student and that curricula and teaching
strategies be based on the past, current, and future experiences of students.
Similarly, the criteria developed by the National Science 'leachers Association
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(Ysger, 1988) for selecting exemplary middle-level Kience programs include

emphasis on learniq how to learn;

learning science in real-lik settings that are interdisdplinary, related to society,
and related to daily living;

learning the indepenthmt use of inquiry to identify and solve problems:

learning decision-making strategies;

developing positive attitudes about science; and learning about current prob.
!ems that make dear the interdependence of science and technology and their
relationships to other human enterprises.

Other science educators, following the work of Hawaii (1963), Case (1985), and
other developmental psychologists who have built on Piaget's work, have siggested
that science classrooms for young adolescents should be dominated by discussion,
opportunities for variation in the natuee and pace of learning activities, resource
centers, and direct interaction with objects and events. They propose that the cur-
ricular emphasis be on linking concrete science experiences with events and
phenomena familiar to students (Blosser, 1988; ERIC Clearinghouse, 1982).

More specifically, Rakow (1988:1), following Rowe's (1P78) finding that hands-on
experiences can positively affect students' sense of control, sugests that hands-on
science investigations mesh with the need for young adolescents to "become the
authority rather than the teacher or the textbook." This happens, he claims, when
students gather data and solve problems. Rakow also sugests that understanding
the tentative nature of science can help students in the middle grades become more
comfortable with alternative hypotheses and multiple solutions. Science edmation,
especially if linked with technology education, also affords young adolescents an
opportunity to study real-world problems and allows them to explore and debate
issues of immediate concern to themhealth, the environment, and energy. Such
study, Rakow claims, can help shape positive attitudes toward science.

In specific reference to science education, the Carnegie Task Force on Education
of Young Adolescents (1989) sugests that health education be integrated into the
curriculum as an element of the life sciences. Pointing to the Human Biology PID-
gram at Stanford University,as exemplary, the task force claims that if students learn
about health in the context of science, they will better understand how their bodies
grow and function. As a result of this life-science focus, the task force claims, young
people can come to appreciate the value of a healthy diet and exercise and recognize
the dangers of illicit drugs, alcohol, and tobacco. However, the report cautions that,
to be effective, such a curriculum must also train rung adolescents in skills that
will enable them to resist pressures to engage in negative health-relatedbehaviors.

Beliefs about what types of science programs will be best suited to students in
the middle grades are widely shared by science curriculum developers and mid-
dle school advocates. However, as Hurd (1987:29) notes, most recommendations
to match science programs to the developmental needs of adolescents have been



"more rhetorical than conceptual" and, as such, have provided little specific

guidance for curriculum developnumt. He notes thal the literature on the midtile

school movement Is rich in perspectives of what a curriculum should accomplish,

but not the curriculum itself (p. 25):' Moreover, Hurd reminds us that, while the

literature offers a great deal of hope about better programs for young ablescents

no solid data establish the effectiveness of either the middle school concept gamily
or of science programs that match this concept. He coodudes"the entire issue of

science educatkm for the early alolescent remains unresolved. There Is no end of

staemants and committee reports idaitffying the patient, but as yet no mechanism

or concerted leadership tofocus and sustain the essentild actions for reform (p. 43)."

Somewha different from, though not necessarily inconsistent with the perveo.

tive of meeting the developmental meds of young adolescents is the perspective

of science educators devekving curriculabased on cognitive science research. FOr

example, Anderson and Roth (1988:14) use two criteria to define the nature ascien-

tific undetstanding (I) developing "knowledgethat is useful for the essential func-

tions of describing, explain Mg, preciicdng, and controlling the world around us...(and

(2) developing) knowledge hat is conceptuallycoherent and integrated with tone's)

personal knowledge of the wodd." For many fundamental science concepts, this

entails that studeMs go through a complex processof conceptual change. In the case

of photosynthesis explored by Anderson and Roth, students must reconceive their

common-sense notions of food derived from their own experiences and acquire new
understandings about the different metabolism of Maas, as contrasted to that of

humans and pets with which they are familiar. Sdence classrooms generally fail

to bring about the change that makes it possible !.)r students to absorb and under-

stand a new concept and reintegrate it into their understanding of the world. It is

for this reason that individuals often . to "...ommon sense" interpretations of
phenomena when they are met in non-school contexts even though the canonical

scientific explanation was learned in school. 'lb make possible conceptual change,

Anderson and Roth argue, requires attention on sense-making, that is, teaching for

depth of usturstandirve (narrowing and deepening the curriculum), ?zither than
breadth of coverage (covering a wide range of content superficially). Of course, cur-

rent testing of science knowledge, particularly when carried out through widely ad-

ministered standardized tests, rewards precisely the latter teaching strategy
memorizing as many facts and concepts as possible.

A second requirement for true science learning accolding to Anderson and Roth,

is flexibility and the use of an array of teaching strategies suited to the progress of

individual students. Curricula and instruction must be engaging and accessible to

students yet challenge them, througb discrepant information, to work hard and

think. The teacher's role is na as an expert whoprovides the right answer, but as

a model who enters into scientific inquiry and discussion and who coaches students

to do so as well. Moreover, students rteed to be encouraged to explain and use their

newly gained knowledge themselves, finding out in the process something of the

nature of scientific dialogue, the application of scientific ideas, and the process of
evaluating one's own and other people's work in science so that valid ideas and ap-

propriate solutions emerge. Unfortunately, the reality of schools and science instruc-

tion is far from this ideal.
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What Stutkats Actually Experience:

As Hurd (1987) points out, despfte calls for middle schools and science programs
that personalize knowledge, integrate subPact amas, provide exploratory ex-
pffiences, build dose personal relationships, and allow for student diversity, few
specific programs that make these goals concrete hay been developed.
Moreover, as we describe below, the more hequently found school organization
arrangements, sdence curricula, science training of teachers, and working condi-
tions in srhools all promote traditional, academically focused science experiences
for students at the middle level. Few students, it seems, have access to the kinds
of programs middle school advocates and science educatms recommend.

Organizational Arrangeannta

Grade Span. Students at the micklle level attend many different types of schJols.
Epstein and Maclver (1989) at the Center for Research on Elementary and Middle
Schools report that seventh graders may attend schools that include any of thirty
different grade spans. The largest number of seventh grades attend grade six
through eight schools (representinga 160-percent increase in the number of these
schools since 1970), although in many parts of the country grade seven through
eight schools are the norm, and in others, grade seven through nine schools are
common (Alexander and McEwin, 1989). Some surveys indicate that schools with
grade spans including five through eight or six through eight more often exhibit
key middle school characteristics (innovative scheduling, cross-disciplinary
teams of teachers and students, supportive guidance practices) than do schools
that begin with grade seven (Caweiti, 1988; Epstein and Madver, 1989). However,
middle school advocates note that it takes more than a change of grade span to
create a middle school. And some claim that the marked recent shift in grade span
is more likely to have been spurred by administrative convenience to alleviate the
recent overcrowding of elementary schools than by growing interest in the middle
school concept (Rothman and Cohen 1989).

Departmentalization. One of the keys to distinguishing the middle school con-
cept from the more traditional junior high school is the degree to which subject
areas are housed into distinct departments where students take separate courses
in each subject from specialist teachers. While many middle schools are moving
toward interdisciplinary classmoms and block scheduling, distinct daily class
periods of equal length for each subject remain the norm with, according to one
recent survey, 66 percent of schools serving seven through ninth graders using
this type of department-oriented scheduling (Cawelti, 1988). Eighty percent of
teachers assigned to teach seven through ninth graders are members of a suhject-
area department and teach classes in that subject to intact classes. Almost none
teach selkontained classrooms covering all subjects (Center for Research on
Elementary and Middle Schools, 1987). Only about 16 percent of schools are
organized into interdisciplinary teams, about half ofwhich include math/science
teams (Cawelti, 1988).
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The extent of tkpartmentalization, however, overestirrudes the percentage of

students who stay togetheer for part or all of their sclurol day. About equal percen-

tages of sever through ninth grades gay together for all of their subjects, regroup

for one or two subject& and regroup for all of their subjects (Center for Ressuch on

Elementary and Middle School& 1987).

Grouping by Ability. The predominant nurthod cd grouping students br academic
instrixtion in the mid& grades is placing them into homogeneous !pupsby ability.

In a recent science survey, fewer than a third of the teachers reported that their
classes included students of widely varying deities; the rest judged emir classes
to comprise lornogeneous gimps of NO-, average-, or low-ability students (Weiss,

1987). Because groupiqt by ability is often accompanied by differences in cur-

riculum, teachirs and classroom atmosphere, it can result in uneven science learn-

ing opportunities for micklle-level student& And importantly, grouping by ability

may place poor and minority students at a greater disadvantage, as they are found
disproporticoately in low-ability science classesthose with the most limited
science learning opportunities (Oakes, 1990).

With departmentalization and grouping by abilfty, middleschools appear to mirror

rather rigid high school orginizational practices. Only asmall percentage of schools

have developed schemes thid might more easily accommodatethe diversity among

young adolescents and the spurts in growth that individual students may be expected

to experience.

The Science Curriculum

Researchers have documented that the science curriculum for mog students at the

micklle level focuses almost exclusively on academic preparationand largely ignores

other middle school goals such as relating science to everyday life, pressing social

issues, Of the personal concerns of adolescents (Armstrong et al., 1986; Goodlad,

1984; Hurd g al., 1981; Hurd, 1987; Johnston and Aldridge, 1984: Ykiss, 1987). For

example, one study documented that middle school science teachers found such

goals to be 'diffused, impractical, remote, and unreslistic," and that the most com-

monly accec4ed reason for having young adolescents study science is that they
should acquire specific information on science topics (Hurd et al., 1981).

It is not surprising, then, to find traditional content and instructional modes
dominating curriculum and instructkin at the middle level. Rather than being ex-
posed to exploratory, integrated science, most students are taught a series of tradi-

tional science topics Rather than kerning science in connection with other con-
tent areas, most students at the middle level take a sequenceof specialized courses
life science, physical science, and earth scienceor a suies of "general" science

courses. Lecture textbook reading, recitation, and tests most frequently characterize
science instruction (Goodlad, 1984; Hurd et al., 1981; Wu, 1987).

Students at the middle level typically use a single text as the some for lesson&
activities, lectures, and reading assignments, and most texts are but watered-down
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versions of those used in high school science. Although some demonstrations and
laboratory work supplement these dominant mocks of science instruction, students
have few opportunities for direct experiences and hands-on activities that engage
them in doing science (Miss, 1986).

Perhaps as a result of a minnatch between the needs and interests of young
adolescents and the science curriculum, many students appear to find science dif-
ficult, boring, and irrelevant (Good 1984). The most recent science assessment
conducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progtess (NAEP) (Mullis and
Jenkins, 1988) found, for example, that only slightly more than half of the thirteen-
year-olds said that they thought what they were learning in science was useful in
evetyday life or that they would use science in many waysas an adult. Even more
discouraging, fewer than half the students questioned thought that the application
of science could help solve such major soda) problems as world starvation (25
percent). birth defects (34 percent). and reduction of air and water pollution
(49 percent). Fewer than half (43 percent) thought that science would help them
earn a living or that science would be important in their life's work (37 percent).
Prior science assessments have found that nearly three-quarters of the thirteen-year-
olds found their classes boring, and more than half reported that they did not like
science and planned to quit taking it as soon as they were free to do so (Hueftle et
al., 1983).

While middle-level science programs may turn many students off, these programs
seem to affect girls mom negatively than boys. Information from NAEP and other
data consistently reveal gender diffetences in thirteen-year-olds' attitudes toward
science (Hueftle et al., 1983; Mullis and Jenkins, 1988; Zimmerer and Bennett, 1987).

Teachers

The recent report of the Carnegie Task Force on Education of Young Adolescents
(1989) put it bluntly: "Many teachers of young adolescents today dislike their work.
Assignment to a middle-grade school is, all too frequently, the last choiceof teachers
who are prepared for elementary and secondary education:' If this is right, it may
help explain why there are shortages of well-qualified science teachersat the mid-
dle level and why, as states require increasing numbers of science courses for high
school graduation, this shortage is likely to grow worse.

In 1986, for example, only 68 percent of science teachers in grades seven through
nine had taken the number of college courses recommended for middle-level
science teachers by the National Science lischers Association or had degrees in
science or science education. Only 73 percent were certified by their states to teach
one or more science subjects (Weiss, 1987). indicating that more than a qi tarter of
the science teachers in these grades were teaching out of their field. Compounding
the problem, most of those teachers who are qualified to teach science are likely
to lack training in working with students in the middle grades (Padilla, 1986). The
National Middle School Association notes that only twenty-one states offer special
certification for middle school teachers (Alexander and McEwin, 1989). The status
and training of teachers of students at the middle level is treated more fully in the
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Center's companion volume (Loucks-Horsley et aL, 1990).

Teachers' %riling Conditions

The working conditkms that teachers encounter in their schools exert perhaps as

great an influence on middle-level science teaching as the teachers' background
and trainin. Many teaclwrs of yourv wit:descents find that dm departmentaf arm-
ture of their schools and the large number of students that they work with each day

make it diffkult to accommodate ttm personal, social, sulhdellectual needs of young

adolescents (Center for Research on Elementary and Middle Schools, 1987). Addi-

tionally, few teachers in either self-cortained or departmental schools have the tin*
and resources to explore exemplary programs and practices or to work with other
teachers In designing pmgrams and lessons that MSS traditional disciplinary lines.

Many middle-level teachers must work in more difficult physical environments
than teachers of older or younger students. Many lunior high school buildings are
converted high schoolsolder buildings that might have few of the physical ar-
rangements conducive to integrated, cross-disciplinary programs (such as, connec-
ting ut clustered classrooms and vace for small-group work). Science teachers face

particular constraints with school facilities and equipment that are inappropriate
for inquiry-based, exploratory science activities (%Wiss, 1986). ln a recent national
survey, about one-quarter of the teachers of seven through ninth graders reported
that inadequate facilities, insufficient funds for purchasing equipment and supplies,
and the lack of materials for individual instruction were serious problems at their
schools (Vkiss, 1987).

Behveen %minty and
the Vision: Some Obstacles

The gap between the vision of what middle-level science might be and the current
reality is substantial, and it is a gap not easily bridged. Many obstacles stand in the
way of altering the roles of teKhers and the nature of the curriculum, instruction,
and assessment they provide in classrooms

For example, the expectation that teachers can provide for the personal and
social needs of adolescents presumes that teachers have the knowledge and skills
to assist students with sensitive issuesissues traditionally in the purview of
guidance counselors and public health workers. But most teachers have had no
training in such matters. Nor do many of them relish the task of counseling
students about such family problems as divorce, child abuse, drugs, teen sexuali-
ty, and other personal and social matters that weigh heavily on many young
adolescents. Moreover, the ideal of providing acKlemic instruction and social sup-
port through closer, less formal relationships in small communities of students
will require a substantial shift in the school conditions under which teachers and
students come together. Most teachers now are burdened with too many students,
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too many bureaucratic demands, and too little tin* to take on these added respon-
sibilities, A number of schools that serve young adolescentsare moving toward a
structuse that seaarates students and teaches into small communities or "houses";
however, one cannot assume the close, productive relationships between the
students and their teachers will necessarily follow. Most likely, such relationships
will require a great deal of additional teacher education aml substantial changes
in school cultures and peer-group norms (of both students and teachers).

Implications for Assessment of Student lamming

Nowhere are the gaps larger and the obstacles greater than in asmsment. Current
practices of assessing science learning with "objective:* paper-and-pencil in-
strumeMs focused on the mastery of basic science facts, using individual
assessments exclusively, placing students in individual competition br grades, and
measuri g the quality of programs by aggregating students' test scores stand in task
contrast to assessment grategies that serve the type of science instruction we and
others envision for young adolescents. Most paper-and-pendl assessments work
against a curriculum that engages students with rich and complex science ideas
and embeds these ideas in real-maid problems. Imlividual, competitiveassessments
make group work seem irrelevant and discourage cooperation. Measuring program
quality by test scores alone does little to encourage schools to have the resources
and structure in place that can enable programs to become richer and bettersuited
to young adolescents.

Altering the processes whereby students' progress is measured and programs are
judipd in ways that make assessment compatible with, and indeed serve, the vi-
sion of an ideal science program for young adolescents will be a formidable task.
Within classrooms, measures must be developed and used thattap into the students'
understanding of large concepts and assess their facility in using theseconcepts to
solve a variety of problems. This is difficult because it probably requires collecting
samples of the gwiente work, recording what the students are thinking as they go
about giving science explanotions or solving problems, and having materials and
equipment available to use in assessment exercises. Assessments that serve the vi-
sion of science instruction put forward in the Center's report will also require
measures of how well groups of students produce science knowledge cooperative-
ly, in addition to measures of individual contributions to group work.

Reporting the results of such assessments to parents presents problems, since
parents are accustomed to having their children's wark "summed up" in gradesthat
show, not what the child has learned or how, but how well the child compares with
others. Reporting the results of what we consider appropriate assessments upward
to principal% districts, and statesis equally problematic. By itsvery nature, repor-
ting about large groups of students entails undesirable reductionism, whereas the
assessment strategies we suggest (discussed in greater detail in the next two chapters)
militate against the type of information that can be easily reduced to chunks of in-
formation to be aggregated across classrooms, schools, districts, and states.



Another issue that needs concerted attention is to ensure that external
assessmentsstate and national achievement assessmentscorrespond to the
assessments we slant for claterooms. Unless external assessmarts cane to mad
the new strategies we suggest, it is unlikely these new strateOes will take hold in
classrooms. The pressure to do well on external assessments, particularly when
these are used to reward or sanction individual schools or teachers, will continue
to drive the direction ci classroom teaching, learning, and assessmeni

Similar barriers gand in the way of more informative and useful assessments of
program quality, as described in chaptu 4 of the Center's report, Assessment in
Elementary School Science Education (Raizen d al., 1910), It is difficult to develop
measures of most important "enabling" features of science programsufficient,
high-quality resources; good teachers, curriculum, and instructiom and pmfessional
corklitions for science teaching. Not only are such measures difficult to develog
it is hard to bring them to the attention of the public and policy makes Mx) have
grown used to using test saxes as the nwst importantand often the onlymeasure
of program quality. Vat without information on program katures, polky makes will
find themselves without much guidance on how to hprove student outcome&

With all of these difkulties, why should anyone bdher? Our vision of science
at the middle level and its assessment has two important payoffs. Fitt, and by far
more important, there is the opportunity to help adolescents become critical
thinkers, in science and in general, a maior goal of education. Second, thee is the
potential to use science instruction to ovetrome the traditional mismatch between
conventional schooling and the needs of young adolescents. 'lb give some reality
to this potential will require curricula and instruction, and teachers and teaching
conditions that speak to the possibilities presented by the growing .7apabilities and
intetests of early wklescents as described in chapter 2 and the goals of science
education delineated in chapter 3. It will also requite assessment strategies that are
consonant with and support the science education envisioned in this and the
Center's other two reports on middle-level education. (See Bybee et al., 1990 and
Loucks-Horsley et al., 1990).

In the next two chapters, we discuss such assessment strategies at greater length.
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Chapter V
Assessment In htiddle4evel Science:
Improving Current Practice

The scenario on the next page illustratessome of the characteristics that science
teaching and assessment can foster at the middle level: the emerging ability of
audents to evaluate what they know and do not know, their expandingcommunica-
tions skills, their interest in collaborating with peers, and their capacity for
undentanding specialized information (Superintendent's Middle Grade "Ilisk Force.
l 7). In this chapter, we consider in greater detail the impliadionsbr assessment
of the developing potential of young adolescents and the goals of science educa-
tion. Apparently, the needs and capacities of students and teKhers at the middle
level (Erectly match the opportunities presented by classroom environments that
integrate isztive science learning and performance-based assessment (Carnegie Thsk
Force on Education of Young Adolescents, 1989).

As noted in chapter 2, from a developmental perspective, middle-level students
are working toward engaging in sophisticated types of thinking and reasoning. They
have a growing capacity to understand the natural world, which is crucial to science
learning, and because of their increasing realization of connections between self
and the larger world, they are likely to be interested in applications of what they
learn to real-world problems. From an assessment perspective, these adolescents
can see themselves in place of others and interpret what others think about them.
which is central to self-evaluation. Also, because the locus ofcontrol is shifting away
from the ado!ts around them to a desire for personal authority, middle-level students
can be given mow responsibility for self-evaluation. During the years of early
adolescence, students are striving for increased independence, and this inclination
can be fostered in a constructive way by giving them more responsibility for direc-
ting their own learning and monitoring their own progress. These students are ready
to benefit from a classroom environment that provides challenging contexts and
helps them in their search for understanding of the world around them. Unfortunate-
ly, as the review in the preceding chapter indicates, recent studies indicate that most
teaching, inclvding science teaching, is instead numbingly dull and disconnected
from any meaningful context.

Good science instruction that is also consistent with the inclinations of students
aged ten through fourteen requires teachers to explore methods of guiding and
evaluating their students, progress which is different from mere teaching and testing
for rote learning. Hands-on activities that are so vital to understanding scientific con-
cepts should be an integral part of these methods. Students should be given the
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gathering phase of the activity. She
dkinlouNd ow pat* which she had
°Maned bun a school sdence supply
Imam to groups cdtivo students. The
stuckets carer* pulled the pelets
amyl, 'tiny bones tinkle. Us-
Aft Wr itheracadon slret, the students
sorted the bones, molted them, and
speculated as k r which animal the
bones frd come from. As the students
worke4 Hs Lopez moved 'limn station
to Maim web &ram* of index cards
and noted the way each pair of
studenic went about their work. She
looked &Iwo the stufkrits dassad
the bones and evaluated how the
students worn e d together. She listened
as they discussed approaches to
answering the qirsticm she had set for
then.

(kice the students hal sorted and
gimped the bones, ME Lopez asked
the students to fasten them to a sheet
of black prver laid out so that the
skeleton of each animal was
reanstnicted as accuntely as possible
in two dimensions. As the students
worke4 she gained insight into how
the students interpreted what they
found insiik the pellets. She looked to
we whether they identi&cl patterns,

nokd the size and scale of what they
had found, and transferred their
knowledge of the skeletons of larger
mammak to a new set of mammals.
She watched for when they ruled out
hunches refuted or not supported by
evidence

When a last the students had finish-
ed, she caked for each pair to ckcide
on theiranswerto her question. What
do mob eat? On one level she expected
such answers as voies and field mice.
But, as each group showed their data
to the dass, she began to look for more
complex scientific thinking. Were the
students dencridingjustficatkin form.
lemma? Had they westioned whether
the data were sufficient io make
generalizations? aid the stucknts ask
new questions?

As her students discussed each
presentation, she took notes. Lao the
added these records to the skeleton
charts and written swnmaries of t;re
own place in the food chain that the
studenit had completed earlier. She
also had their answers to the previous
ween questions on individual bones.
She now had a rich supply of data to
assess her teaching and her students'
learning.

tion and assessment. As we note in chapter 4, compared to elementary school
teachers, middle-level teachers often are responsible for teaching many classes of
students, instead of one or two, which makes it difficult for them to assess accurately
the learning of each student. They also have additional demands on their time, such
as guidance counseling and managing extra-curricular activities. Thus, an instruc-
tion and assessment model based on the learner, which gives students more choice
br (Mrcwn educational success, can help middle-level teachas manage their time
more effectively.

Middle-level teachers should capitalize on the growing independence of their
students. This independence offers a chance for the teacher to divert energies from
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managing the classroom to facilitating learning. For example, whereas nearly one-

fourth of the elementary school teachers report having to spend more than three

hours a week meintaining nrder and discipline, virtually none of the middle-level

teachers report such chnnands o theft timi(Mullis and Jenkins, 1988)almog BO

percent of the middle-level teachers report spending less than one hour per week

on these activities. Middle-level students need less dired minutetrniinute guidance

about "what to do next" than do younier students, and their need for independence

will benefit from opportunities to direct their own learnitig.

In fact, among elementary, midde, and high school teacher% middle-level

teachers have the greatest freedom tobuild effective evaluation strategies for their

students: they are released from the constant supervisory activities so prevalent in

elementary school, they are given increased scopein terms of curriculum and stu-

dent capabilities, and, for the most part, they areonly beginning to feel the pressure

that grang can exert on the future of individual students. Although in recent ruffs

gmdes have become a central issue for students and administrators, the evaluation

policies of middle-level science teachers still have relatively limited consequences
for students, careers or plans for higher education. Thus, the middle-level teacher

is, to a certain extent, free to experinvnt with a variety of participatory assessment

strategies to find those that both foster the goals of science learning and meet the

needs of strglents in early adolescence.

Assessment in the Service of Instruction

Why do teachers need to assess students? The primary reasons ought to include

concerns for instruction rather than the formal reason of assigning grades. For ex-

ample, teachers need to assess students' prior knowledge in order to know where

to begin instruction and to monitor progress to see if certain conceos and skills have

been learned. Teachers need to assess what knowledge and skills need to be

"retaught" and where to go next.

Reporting to othersparents, school administrators, and the communityabout
students' progress is also pan of assessment, and these more formal activities deserve

attention. However, the bulk of teachers assessment activities might to relate directly

to providing appropriate instruction, and should not be separated from instruction,

but integral tD it. In fact, good instructional tasks and good assessment tasks should

be indistinguishable, as the example on page 44-46 illustrates.

Construction rather than Instruction. Although individualized instruction and

evaluation are held out as an ideal, the pressures of class size and multiple-
preparations may render them infeasible. Middle-level teachers frequently are faced

with the demand of teaching many more classes than teachers in the elementary

grades, and "getting to know" so many students is often difficult enough without

trying to tailor instruction and measure its effectiveness on a one-to-one basis. Thus

efficiency in assessment must also be a priority for the middle-level teKher. The
inclination of students ill the middle school to strive for increased independence

can be fostered constructively by giving them more responsibility for directing their

Please turn to page 50
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Ms. Lopez class has been studying
Orioles as the basis for teaming

about communication and behavior
Ms. Lopez has found that a trip to the
zoo to obsene monkeys two resident
gotillas, and two pair of orangwons is a
good way to intmduce thinking about
the advantages of group living and
soda/ interactions from a somewhat
removed position. Her middle-school
students find primates interesting and
funny so different f70111 human beings
yet eerily familiar Tha helps Ms. Lopez
engage her class in this animal study
Mese students car distinvish behaviors
in other species that have parallels in
their own lives while beginning to
understand the perils of anthropomor
phism. By learning aboutperhaps
less complex primates, they can begin to
develop a language and conceptual
basis for refkaion on their OWIl relation-
ships and insnuctions Alter the zoo visit,
the students have worked collectively to
interpret their observations. A list of
biologkal and social functions is begin-
ning to emerge from the observed
behaviors, which contains such notions
as communication, caring for young.
prwecting themselves, social and fami-
ly gmups, and getting food. In addition
to learning about primates, students
have been practicing their skills, in-
chiding observation, reconling data, and
interpretation.

Ms. Lopez has emphasized six
chaincteristics of primates that they
share and awl differentiate them from
other groups of animals: grasping with
fingers and/or toes, the opposable
thumb, finger and toe tips for touching,
great capacity for "thinking," stereo-
scopic vision and seeing in colon and
group living. Ms. Lopez wants to focus on
the kut: group dynamics and the advan-
tages of group livingsafety in numbers,

cooperation in ottaining food and car.
ing for young, and estabkshing bonds
and aid in the health of the group
through such interactions as gmoming.

lifewamMs. inpasaso-- hereto,
dente kentIngasuhur awattatate

She wants her studgus to make use of
information-gathering and problem-
sokAg sktiks as well as to eancise haMs
of mind that chatucterize the doing of
science. She asks them to (I) select a
behador or set of behaviots hom their
journal obsenratkms that they found par-
tkularly interesting. Nea they are to (2)
generate ideas about why these
behaviots might be useful to this type of
primate They are to then (3) set the task
of researching information on the type of
primate obsetved seeking evidence that
will help to (4) decide which of theirown
ideas are supported and which are not.

Each group of students will (5) report
to their classmates on the following
topics:

This is the behavior we found
interesting.

These are some ideas we have
about the benefit of the behavior to
the primate group

Here is what we learned from
research to support our own
thinking.

Here is what we learned that does
not support our ideas.

This is a summaty.

In addition to learning about primates
and hming her students develop crucial
thinking skills, Ms. Lopez wants to rein-
forre some of the larger concepts and
themes underlying her science instruc-
tion: diversity and variation; patterns,
rhythms, and cycles; and models and
theories. Thus, to explore wider ranges
of animal interaction and strategies for
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survival and to emphasi z e some of these

larger concepts, she proposes that the
class kom small grou ps to study the
behavior of other animals and insects
In this instance, Ms. Lopez asks the
students to choose thdr own groups, awl
it dasnY take km before the groups me
formed and begin sgggesting species to
study. Rosenmyk gmup wants to kam
about dolphins and Joling about
elephants. Prensur e divest; Ms Lopez
suggests that the other two pulps study
ducks and honeybees Each group we
conduct research on adsting inform-
ticm, inch" Ws& to the limvy cad in-
terviews with relatives and neighbors
who miglg have sped a I inform:Am Lts-
ing thek etpaience u prinkrks as dm
foumkgion of their study they we ask.
ed to fracra on how the& drosen species
communkates, plums ftseff, cares for
its young, gets food and organizes itseff

will be assembled far etwntualredew by
Ms. Lwez, with the final goal an oml
presentation by one of the group
members to the entire class. The
presager Iva be selected by a =dam
method As a n aid to the presentation,
etch growl is advised M prepare a poskr
rkpkting the key points of its &clings.
After the presentations, the class gaff
discus the thnilarkies and differences
among "Imps and make generaliza-
WITS d011ithe behaviors of Aft thinp.

Ms. Lopezk instruction k designed to
lead students to increase their science
kncnvle4e wrd skiffs, but ai the same
time she is systematically collecting
evidence rg" thdr learning through the
notes, Me posters the oral presentMkrn,
and the quakly of the group discission.
Rothe; students are &Aft dm* socki
and communiccgions skills and being
given responsibility for the success of

socially and in family units. Their notes /their own group

own learning and monitoring their own progress. lbachers will use their time mote
effectively if they share the burden of evaluation with their students and utilize the
students developing abilities in the areas of peer-and self-evaluation.

Laboratory activities and group projects offer opportunities for efficiently
evaluating students' learning, while also affording students a chance to work in-
dependently and to collaborate with their peers. When the challenges are appro.
priate to the manual skills, available materials, and stage in development of aitical
thinking skills, middle-level students are able to use tools and go through the pro-
cess of solving technolqical problem. Ruthermore, studerts of this age are apt
to find such active learning of interest, and problems of technology often are effec-
tive vehicles for developing critical thinking skills.

Students should be encouraged to ask questions, and teachers can use a variety
of follow-up procedures to foster such inquiry. As illustrated in the example at the
opening of this chapter, students can be asked to work in groups to answer each
others questions, or the teacher can periodically place interesting discussion ques-
tions in a log. When students display interest in a particular topic, the teacher can
ask them to work in this area outside of school and to present their findings to the
class.

Thachers can assign more structured tasks and long-term projects in which
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students are responsible for various phases along the way, such as collecting and
interpreting data, reporting their findings, and kmmulating a iesearchable question.
Rather than evaluating the results of each phase independently, teacherscan ask
their students to proceed on theirown, only seeking help when they need it. Alter-
natively, the stucktms can shoe their progress perioclically with clasarnatesto receive
suggestions about areas in need of improvement or more in-depth treatment.

Because it is difficult to nxinitor the daily progiess of thirty to !my students work-
ing on labrmatory activities or proiects, a teacher can ask the studarts to keep notes
on their investigations, and detail their procedures, findings, arid interpretations.
These accounts need not adhere to dm formal style of laboratory notes, but should
go beyond simple narratives and take on some of the characteristics of actual scien-
tific reporting

These notes and reports of scientific investigations can be assembled into port-
folios &xi used in teacher-student conkrences to discuss the student's growth in
science knowledge, in understanding the principles of scientific inquiry, and in the
ways in which these can be applied For example, students need to hone their
understanding of the differences between observation and inference and
speculation.

If teachers are interested in more frequent evaluations of their students' profiles*
notes and written descriptions of work underwaycan be turned in on a daily basis
and quickly reviewednot to mark with a red pewit, but to evaluate students' pro-
gress and offer feedback as quickly as possible.

By assemiling portfolios, students will also havethe satisfaction of recording their
learning br easy reference and review. The portfolio can give these middle-level
students a sense of independent accompashment and, if the journals are kept by
groups of students, this learning activity can also take on a collaborative aspect.

Assessment and cooperathe learning. Using cooperative group learning
strategies in science instruction and assessment is pedagogically sound and prac-
tical. Not only do such procedures includeefficient peer-evaluinion techniques, but
students working together in small groups helps to foster positive, academically
oriented peer-group norms. Cooperative learning gives students greater oppor-
tunities and incentives to articulate and communicate their understandings. By
working in groups, students learn cooperation and build interpersonal skills of in-
trinsic value Cooperative and group work ofkr a practical alternative to individual
laboadory work, simplifying logistics and reducing the amount of scienceequip-
ment required. Cooperative gmup work has special value for young adolescentsas
it turns their natural inclination for peer interaction toward a constructive end.

Cooperative learning approaches, however, usually force teachers to set aside
some of their assumptions about instruction andassessment, and they must accept
and nurture a different sort of classroom climate. in these situations, themost im-
portant decision-makers ate the students themselves. When students work together,
it may be difficult for teachers to quantify learning outcomes, uge the success of
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A Ar. Nguyen ckus las been study
1 Y1 ing simple machines. He intro-
chred this artiorly by haying students
identify, draw and explain simple
machines used in their homes. As a
cukninating actiay he km assigarid the
constriction of an article that does
something using a combination of tuv
or more simple machines. He has sup-
plied his classmom will wood, card-
board, glue, mum naik, screws, wire
plieYs, We, etc Slurknts who need ad.
tRioncd materials put a liston the board
and Mr Nguyen tries to haw them by the
next class period. Some studena are
working outside of class as well Mr
Nguyen is interested in watching his
students to see how they mow from an
original deo to a final prodiKt. Heasks
them to keepiournals that will chart the
evolution of this process. Ile plans to
videotape each student or pair of
sturknts presenting theprocess and pro-
duct 63, r the camera. The journals, the
report on camera, the pmduct, and his
observation of his students at work roil!
enable him to assess many of the skills,
attitudes, and ways of thinking that he
is trying to foster



In her science joirma4 Sally entered the following notes made dining her trip to

the zoo:

Obsavations ThoalOsts and Mess
8 monkeys, 2 are much Ivo are babies

smaller than the rest

A small one clings to a
kmie one

Observations
Another small one keeps
darting to the food pan
and then bra* to the same
large monkey

One large one sits in a
corner with its kce
turned away.

As Ms. Lopez checks Sally's entry, she
asks her how she might find out some
answer's to her questions Sally deckles

she will check with her partner about his
observations and ideas. Then she tall
not only read about Cofirmbus monkeys
but afar about some difkrent monkey
species to see whether the behaviors she
has observed chanxterize monkeys in
genervl or only Columinis monkeys She
will record what she found out in her
science journal. She also plans to go
back to the zoo to observe additional
monkey behaviors, including those of

Is this a baby lath rYs
mother? Who takes care
of the babies?

risonOts and Was
is this a baby learning to
get its own food?

Do all the monkeys behave
this way sometimes or is
this behavior unusual?

some very unusual spider monkeys,
She might ask Jos, who can draw
very well, to go wrlh her and sketch
some of the monkey behaviors,
because his pictures sometimes tell
more than just words. When she goes
to visit her grandparents in San Diego
for Christmas, she will make a trip to
the large zoo there to observe and
record the behaviors of additional
monkey species. She thinks how in-
teresting it might be to become some-
one like Jane Goodall, whom she has
seen in a documentary on television.

students' interactions, assign marks or grades to individuals, or ensute that all
members of each group are participating and learning. Students will have to come

to understand their collective responsibility to work and learn together and to
assume some of the burden for informal, individual assessment of learning
outcomes.

The experienced teacher understands the significance of these new respon-
sibilities. Although adolescents should be developing a stmng sense of their own
personal strengths and weaknesses through the comments of their teachers and
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classmates and through their internal criteria for self-evaluation, they are likely to
need specific instrucrion in how to work together and assume collective tespon-
sAbility. They must learn to plan together, to apportion tasks and dutiesamong
themsrAves, and to involve all members of the poup. At its best, cowerative group
work leads the students to discover that each has different talents and interests, and
each has special knowledge and experience that can be brought to bear. After
carefully preparing students for group work, the teacher must assume a different
mlethat of facilitator, rather than information source

Of course, the teacher must still monitor individual learning outcomes as well
as group processes in order to evaluate the progress of each student. Some specific
techniques provide such monitoring and encourage student responsibility at the
same tinw. For example, the teacher migAt announce that one member of the group
will be selected to report on the grouiis procedures and findings, and some or all
of every group member's grade will be based on the quality of that presentation.
Another approach might be to give one member of the group the grecific respon-
sibility of ensuring that everyone understands the concepts involved, thateveryone
helps carry out the task, and that everyone demonstrates understanding by par-
ticipating in the group's deliberations.

Cooperative learning groups, composed of students with complementary skills,
can provide a supportive environment for science learning and offer an efficient
way to assess students' progress. By giving group members collective responsibili-
ty for ensuring that each member of the gmup has completed a particular assign-
ment, teachers can ease their own buiden in a way that is compatble with the needs
of middle-level students. Whether the group's assignment is to learn a new concept,
understand how to control for vanables in a complex experiment, or take account
of critical factors in the design of an application, collaborative learning and peer
assessment can help to strengthen students' interest, provide less able students a
chance to learn from their classmates, and reinforce understanding and skills as
students review materials to check their own progress.

It is during the middle-level years that differences in science achievement and
perceptions toward science become solidified for girls and minority students. For
example, the NAEP science data (Mullis and Jenkins, 1988) indicate that, while
average science proficiency for third-grade boys and girls was approximately the
same, except in the physical sciences, a performance gap was evident by the seventh
gtade and increased by high school. Cooperative learning groups in which students
have an opportunity to display a variety of talents provide a richer context and
greater promise for girls and minority students to develop theirown self- confidence
in scientific endeavors. In addition, the support of their peers may help increase
their science knowledge and skills, and workingon science in a social atmosphere
may enhance its appeal as an interesting, worthwhile endeavor.

Scientific inquiry as assessment. A project-oriented approach to science learn-
ing provides ways to integrate assessment techniques with activities in ways that
reinforce and extend learning, while also gathering useful information on students'
progress. As middle-level students develop new abilities and interests, and as the
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curriculum beconws more challenging, teachers are offered rkh opportunitles to
explore difftserg assesmnent techniques and to find those that me best suited to the

&we needs d their strain& Net. ova half the middle-Wel science teachers teport

*aiding we or more hours per week in a typical solace dass administmktg short-

answer tests or quizzes; considering that the total amount of time the bulk of the
teachers (70 percent) :wort spexiing on scierke instruction eachweek h;ortly three

or four hours (Mullis and Jenkins, 1988), this is particularly disUessing.

3 is true that some thinp are easier to assess than others, and that paper.and-

pendi tests arxlcprizses appear a quick way to test ktual and amceptual knowledge.

Yet the ;ado of testing to instruction reported by midcfie-level teachers seems bore

dinately rIgh br what can be learned from ushv pwer-and-pencil media& to assess

the proms and thinking objectives that are at the heart d the scientifk method.
Scientific mooning observation, and experimentatbn must be grounded in a non-

trivial bmwiedge base d the phenomena investigated, not in the end-of-chapter
quizzes founi in most science textbook&

Middle-level science teachers should seek out ways to assess the application of
scientific processes in the context of the learning units they create, but folicsvirg
the textbook and simply ddng activities does not necessarily offer appttpriate op
portunities kr do so. Unfortunately, activities in science dares often have little to
do with real science. 'textbooks publishers unintentionally tend to portray science
as a static body of facts to be recalled and ndes to be applied in solving artificial
problems; laboratory exercises all too often entail fixed, sty-by-step procedures that
attain results known in advance Students selcbm are asked to give justifications
for their answers, explain how their expaimental procedwes and findings support
their inferences, ckinonstrate that their &signs serve the intended functions, or
otherwise make their reasoning explick. Science teaching must doss over from tell-
ing students about science and technology to having them in sonw small way par-
tidpate in science and develop pieces of technolog. The scenario on pages 55-56
illustrates the integration of instruction and assessment through an exttmded unit
that acklresses several of the points we make in this chapter.

lb meet the requirements of recorang grules or providing written documenta-
tion of etch student's individual omits& teachers can assign meanimful, indivklual
tasks on which to base their evaluations of each student's performancefor exam-
ple, designing and building models, corkeiving of and conducting experiments,
carrying out demonstrations kw the ChM, or conducting sophisticated oral or writ-
ten presentations on the development and remits of their investiption& The
assignments can fit into larger group or class investigations or t..e complete efbrts
on their own. In eithrs case, each indivichral assignment willyield a product or record

of student achievement that can be evaluated, and each will represent a much more
significant accomplishment than a perfect score on a limited paper-and-pencil test.

At this point, the reader mien agree that assessment needs to serve classroom
instruction, but, nevertheless, question the applicability of the sumested assess-
ment strategies for large-scale assessments. However, even short-term assessment
exerciseswhether for use in a single classroom or in large-scale assessments
should include hands-on performance tasks that allow students to demonstrAe their
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Ms. Miashingonk **smog of the
Vico/des emphasized energy

tekkionships in the gab:Wird; of ekc-
blab; the pobknis of the &sir and
construction of dams, and in such
geological processes as sediment
trwisportaikm. He r casessment plot kr
the wean rhos had mukq* objectives:
) o &sombre how well the stuthnts

witinstood the enegy rekkionship; (2) to
=as the students acquiskion of banal
thbikingslak (3)to assess how well the
stueknis were ekvek*t skRs in NA
assessment of their own teaming; and
(4)to menace" of the social mid
communication skills for working in
11701431

tittshbem presented the assess-
ment eterrire to the class in the konn of
a "who r questim Bid first, she review.

ed aft the class the interactions of the
water in the river with objects, sub-
slimes, and living thinp ftenwwitewd
along Os path of flow loaning on energy
transkr an d conservation in these intep
adions. Men Me caked the mudais to
think about what would happen if their
city deckled to remove the power dam.

buldk be possible to return the river to
is original stwe? What world be thecon-
sequences of removing the dam on the
local river? Wah Ms. Lopez k help they
could form groups to conside r how their
observations of the river would have
been afferent if a single physkalproper-
ty of the water were differentPspecifical-
ly, its density What if water were as
dense as mercury, how would the river
be ffferent?Each stucknt thougld about
the oration overnight midcameh) CkISS

the next day with a list of possible dd.
ferences and some indication of which
thirerences he or she was panicularly

interested in investigating. With Ms.
titishimponk he 44 tiwstuthmts erdegor.
Ind their ideas end reduced the long 1st
they hal geneneed kr several questions,
width they used bi !omit growls to in-
vest** intherkkal cfirestions.

Alter briefly reviewing the class pro-
cedwes fr uxn**ighi grows on Wend-
ed projects, which irwArded die impor-
Wire of planning old keepirig ?wands,
the mum began work on their M-
aria& eprestims. One group formed kr
invest** how the dam aacted the
movement ri sedum* down the rim
Had the dwn brwped sediment behbid
k? What were the consequences of the
nowing?Allerdevelccbt a prekninary
plan for *westering these grestions,
this row began lb work by (7) imikang
a small-scale stream, (2) seeing how
water velocky changed as the stream
entered the reservoir, and (3) learning
diced how kat the water has to trawl in
mirky to mow the sediment.

Another group was biterested in Owl
would be done with all the amcrete that
had been used to &id the dam. They
began their study by asking how
materials are recycled and whether old
concrete is useful. They learned that
some chemical reactions are not rever-
sible. They wen: on to learn about the
technokty of demoblion and didsome
brainstorming on new uses for old
concrete

A third group of students was par-
ticularly interested in how die old reser-voirr.ske could be restored to something
like its original condkions. bi theprocess
of planning they discovered that restora-
tion ecolivy is an importam new area of
science

A fourth group investigated the prob.
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len of alternative energy sources. If the
dam was no longer used for electric
power, where would the growing com-
munky get elegy? thei r *ming they
&wowed that MOTE CffialySiS would
help them undersitmd the larger problem.

They did several experiments thcd show-

ed* a peo*tend wasteelectrialyand
that enegyconsenvtion is an unkwed
"source" of energy

As the students worked on thei r pro&
lems, Ms. Washington arcr&tedabo u tly
classroom, offering information and en-
couragement rewarding desirable
behavior, wad 'systematic obser-
vdions. Shecargmentedherobservatkins
wzlh inkwnweion about her students pro-
gress obtained ham thei r weekly proven

mports b the circa (Whom thehjoumak.
When piannkg this moment actiut

ty Ms. Wrzhington developed sevenzl

obsevatkm sheds organized by her for
objectives fix the rker wzft. These would
guide her observations, utich she coukl
record "ally Ste haw d on the
following:

Acqudon of sugect.tnatter
mulerstandbag. &cause e,r. rgy

was a suNect-matter focus kzr this

unit, Ms. Washington listed the
forms ofenergyandenegypartides
that the class had studied o n her
observation wide Since her objec-
live was to assess the students'
development of underskindkg, she
noted instances of the appficaion of
these concepts and principles,
sometimes recording the students
statements (both correct and incor.
rect) about the fonns ci enegy and

men& P*IciPks-
Acquisition of limn& opera.
Nonni thinking. On another
observation pee Ms. Washinpn
had listed aspeas of formal opera-
tional thinkkrg to guide herotserw-

r4

tions of her students cognitive
development. Fbr example, the
crecgiun of the soak model 10 the
strewn allowed her to aisess hOW

well tuff students Wee kaning to
reason proporfionafiy. The river
assessment ennise provided many
opportunities to observe the
sudents abrily to Mealy variables,
to test which were relevant, to
hypothesize, and to des*, tests of
their hypotheses.

Ms. Was' wcz particuktdy alert
for instances o f re&ctive thinking, ui
stances ulzen the studio& were Wall;
about haw they were thinking abaft thek
probkm or when they were iden*ing
thinking poceses do they had expkved
but that p,weidefidail in some way She
ids° was meths fOr intim:es idzen her
students commented on the talentof their
wbriersondrg of a concept o r Old* or
when a student noted how his or her
understamling had knprozed cwaxisaaq-

luo (Nation by the addlion of new kr-
formation This glum cerise ako entthl-
ed Ms. Washington to observe her
students' skills in dewing explanations
from different perspectives as they
challenged each others ideas and
observations.

Acquisition of skills in self-
assessment. Seffassessment safs
depend on the capacity to think
refkaively. A significant difference
is that self-assessment requires
students to judge their own
understanding against a standard
In the case d the river unit it was
the standard set by Ms. Washir*
tons expectakors. M& Washingon
intenckd to be alert to how well the
students understood her fxpecta-
iions and theirability to assess their
performance against her expec-
tations.
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itequisifbn Odd& In group
WOWS& Ms. Vitashington noted
sever& behavims in her obsenxr-
tion guide she would track as
gmtips puceeded in their work
listening to the ideas of others,
challenging them appropriately
and considering the evidence
presented, putting fonvard onek
own ideas cleco..y and defencfrng
them while considering counmr-
wiling evidence, being willing to
put aside °trek DUNI appmach in
favor of a mote pornising one pro-

posed by others. She also recorded

pogress in poi and wrillen corn-
munkation made by the students,

. the kuter through theirjomml en-
tries, labomfory notes, notes on
background reading they had
done, and words of their *tuft
and procedures. As gmups re-
paned on their pogrrss to the test
of the doss, she noted the row*
of their pesentation and visual
aids and cdso the responses elicked

from the audience of their fellow
rudents.

proficiencies in laboratory and science-thinking skills. One step in the right direc-
tion is to pose a problem for students to solve in a limited amount of time, using
equipment that permits aiternative solutions. (A larger, more difficult step is to in-
vcdve students in finding their own questions to pose and investipte about some
phenomenon, which makes life more complex for the teacher.) In one such prob-
lem, based on an exercise first developed in Great Britain (Assessment of Perform-
ance Unit, 1984-85) and that has been adapted for large-scale testing, the students
are asked to determine which of three brands of paper towels hdds or soaks up the
most water. They have available samples of the three kinds of towels, beakers, a
scale, a pitcher of water, and other materials. Appropriate solutions include
saturating and then weighing the towels; saturating the towels and then wringing
them out and measuring the water released; and soaking up as much as possible
of a known quantity of water, then seeing how much of the water is left.

Grading for such an activity might be based simply on whether the students were
able to arrive at an acceptable solution, or the solutions might be rated as to ade-
quacy and sophistication, with more or less credit given, depending on the solu-
tion employed. Another such problem, `SuMval," was oriffinally developed in Great
Britain and was adopted by the National Assessment kw Educational Progress (1987)
for its pilot study on using performance tests for assessing higher onier thinking.
Students are given two or more different kinds of materials and fasteners and scissors,
aluminum and plastic cans of several sizes (whkh they can fill with hot or cold water
to stimulate persons), a fan (to stimulate wind), and various measuring devices
thermometers, a ruler, a stopwatch, and graduated cylinders. They are to determine
which of the fabrics would keep them warmer on a mountainside on a cold, dry,
windy day. In this exercise, students need to identify the variables to be manipulated,
controlled, and accurately measured and recorded. They need to be able to draw
a reasbnable conclusion from their data and justify it.

In both these instances, the teacher should ask the students to explain how their
conclusions followed from their procedures and observations, and the teachercould
rate the quality of their explanations. Accuracy of the procedural and measurement
techniques might be rated separately, as might be the Mt:Tiny of the records kept
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In short, when using scientific inquiry as an assessment approwh, the teacher
should emphasize both the approach and the product, how a student obtained an
answer or carried out a handson activity, as well as the "appropriateness" of the
answer or performance.

FOr the teacher's purposes, such performance assessments can form a natural part
of instruction. The solutions students propose can be discussed as they occur and
evaluated for logic and rigor. The teacher can discover much about each student's
strengths and weaknesses that miOt be relevant to subsequent instruction.

Wog knowledge and 'kale. The principle of use and application in a wider
context (sometimes called transfer) is critical to the assessmett of seism knowlete
and process objectives. In order to nix' out whether students can apply wl,at ney
have learned in new contexts, teachers may need to deftest* avoid asking some
questions or giving some examples in their classmom instruction and reserve these
materials for assessment questions exercises, or special projects.; that will yield
evaluative inkormation. Just as an English teacher might ask te itudents to analyze
a poem they have not seen before, the science tewher might ask students to discuss
the special envimmental adac4ations of an organism they have not studied, or ask
them to predict the chemical properties of a compound with which they have not
worked.

It is often possible to imagine a continuum of problems, increasingly dissimilar
from those actually studiedif students have studied the motion ci frktionless pucks,
a question about billiard balls and bumpers %cad introduce few new elements
but, a problem about the collision of oblects in three-dimensional vace might in-
volve significant transfer. Still more remote wimild be problems involving the
simultaneous interaction of more than two bodies in space. In contrat to giving
Pie students pmblems, the teacher could ask them to think up their own questions
about applications ri friction. Both strategies would give teachers a good idea about
where the students might fall at different points along the continuum of being able
to apply their science knowledge and skills to unfamiliar problems and situations.

The nature of this continuum in any particular case would depend on the kinds
of activities the students had engaged in and the instructional goals of those ac-
tivities. The basic principle, in any case, would be that the difficulty would be deter-
mined by the number of common versus dissimilar elements in the instructional
versus assessment situation, where element is loosely defined. For example, in an
assessment exercise about a situation including only a few new elements, the
students might be asked to adapt solution procedures previously learned and arrive
at precise answers. For more novel situations, they might be asked to estimate or
roughly describe what might happen. In the example given above about friction
in three- dimensional space, the students probably could do no more than to in-
dicate the nature and direction of changes that friction would introduce and,
perhaps, to justify their answers. For the most unfamiliar problems and contexts,
the expectation might be that students could indicate what basic principles would
still be expected to hold, for example. the conservation of energy and momentum
or the balancing of forces.
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Banded,* the deihMon a what panteas assessment. lbachers can col-
lect "hard evidence" of perkarname in many ways, without adv.,' IsterIng a single
test or quiz. 'lb coiled evidence of learning in thee more constructive and mean-
ingful ways, middle-level teachers must learn how to rely on their fuctgment and
powes of observation. lbaches should question why, for one or another student,
their subjective assessment of achievement miett not twee with the test-score
avows maintained for that student in their grade books This may be because the
tests teaches give on which they base students' grades are not relined or comprelum-
sive enmigh to reflect the numerous and complex facets of student learning.

Muchprobably mostof tile information teachers use to gukie their instruc-
tional ckcision-maidng comes, indeed shouldcome, not from formal tests, but from
informal classroom observations. Although multiple-choice and short-answer testo
and quizzes can go beyond measuring Ws and convergent thinldng, such in-
grunrents are very difficult to develop, even by professional measurement experts.
End-of-chapter quegions and multiplechoice and short- response tests can provide
a measure ci the students' sutface umierstanding ofprocesses and their ability to
define terms. However, over-tellance on these tools can lead teachers to overlook
other highly valued aspects of learning, such as the inclination to question, the abili-
ty to hansfer learning to new situations, and the capability to analyze complex
intertelationsh ips.

Good instruction requires that teachers be sensitive to their students most sub-
tle signs ci progress. Monitoring facial expressions for flickers of understandingor
puzzled looks is perhaps an obvious example of one way for a teacher to "tell how
I arn doing." Viewed differently, it is alsoa way for teachers to tell how their students
are doing.

There are ways of doing such observations betterand, at the same time, increas-
ing the credibility of these observations as a source of information for marldng and
grading, and communicating with parents. Firg, such observations should be
somewhat systematicdone on a regular basis. lbachers might carry around a
packet of irkkx cards to jot down obseveions on what particular students do from
time to time. They might spend a few minutes at the end of each day (at the very
last, evety kiv days) to file these observations br future retrieval. leachers should
be alerted to the human tendency to note the atypical and neglect the commonplace
(Almy and Genishi, 19791 Routine observations are of value. Also, it is important
that informal observatiom systematically cover all the students in the classroom.
In short, teachers should be scientificobserves. Informal observations on the face
of it seem more validless artificial and contrivedthan more formal, written
measures. However, unfortunately, they may also, on the face of it, appear less
reliable and lacking in the comfort provided by a row of "objective" scores in the
loading book. Reliability comes through standardization and replicatk-n. Multiple-
choice tests are reliable, in part, because they are standardized across learners, but
also in part because they involve the summation of many independent responses
to a variety of questions. The same principle can be used to enhance the reliability
and the status of informal observations, so that they will provide the same security
under fire as the row of test scores.
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*liability can be increased by aggregating the results of oteervations over multi-

ple occasions. Validity will be highest when multiple observations also involve a

degree of 'tonvemence" Of "triamplation," a synthesis of evidence from different

contexts, applying different modes of tepresentation. Although the inbrmal

vations themselves do not yield tangible piecesof evidence that can be put on the

bulletin board or sent home to parents, cbcumentation of these evaluations for

students together with the behaviors that support the evaluations can be very

valuable and powerful. Parents and administrators, as well as teachers themselves,

should remember that these assessments are individualized and made by the per-

son in the best position to make the judgments. 'leachers should not feel uncom-
fortable with the idea that their perceptions count as assessment. Such written
records can provide a way to chart the progress of individual students and the clan

as a whole.

As they refine their monitoting skills, teachers can listen to and reflect on the QUM-

lions that students ask, not just to provide an answer, but to evaluate what such

a question could mean from the perspective of students' misconceptions or
misunderstandino. Interpreting conversations amom studentsin cooperative learn-

ing situations and using this information to make determinations about the quali-

ty of their understanding can also be an illuminating strategy and provide the basis

for reiterating material with greater specificity or in a new conted. Simply obsetving

students as they work on projects can be another very useful way to assess their

learning. If students are having difficulty applying their science knowledge and
understandings to hands-on situations, this may indicate that they have an inade-

quate or flawed understanding of the underlying concepts.

A caution is in order here. *te hands-on activities are no better than rote
memorization. It is entirely possible kw students to perform the steps of an experi-

ment or to follow imaructions that lead them through an activity without having
even a glimmer about the purpose of the experiment or prokxt. 'leachers, therefore,

must be aware of the comepts Or deep learning they are trying to foster and con-

tinuously check each student's understanding against thesegoals. Simply asking

students if they know the scientific principles involved in an adivity can be reveal-

ing. Beyond that, asking them to apply those principles to a new situation might

yield interesting and informative replies.

leachers have many ways to assess students by using their considerable powers

of observation and confirming these observations thmughquestioning and dialogue.
Documentation of these assessments will provide useful and valid evidence of
students learning, or the lack thereof. 'leachers should recorize, however, that such

assessment strategies can raise more questions than they answer. For one thing,
for some students, problems with lanauage and inability to exprescthemselves clear-

ly may be confounded with problems in science understanding. For another thing,
in noting a particular student's misconceptions or lack of understanding, a te :cher
might wonder if that student has other misconceptions in related areas and also

need to begin to explore these.
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However, as middle-level teachers begin to merge intruction and assessment
tbatchiog how students approadr and perform tasks, monitoring the questions they
ask, and evaluating the final products of sustained learningthey will have ample
information to assign a defensible grade. More impcatantly, they will have developed
assessment procedures that facilitate their instruction and respond in a more com-
prehensive way to the needs and abilities of their students.

Midas assessment ent of the classroom. Out-of-school projects and
homework can be a very productive and efficient way to monitor the students' pro-
gress. Asking the students to answer a questkm in depth or to conduct activities
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at home and write up their results for review conserves classroom time and
resources, while at the same time giving teachers the opportunity to gauge the
students' learning, (An extended example of this strategy is given in the next
chapter.) Many avenues of assessment open to teachers beyond the commonly
adopted worksheets and end-of-unit tests, induding investigations, projects, jour-
nals, in-deph written reports and even drawingas illustrated on paws 6I-62--can
be undertaken outside of the classroom in the home, school, or community
and this adds to their potential appeal and relevance.

Methods of assessment that are based on projects and explorations and that are
an extension of student's own interests and learning experiences may be viewed
as challenging, relevant, and even fun, rather than tedious. For example, investiga-
tions that involve controlled experiments can provide opportunities for the students
to apply their understandings of science in settings relevant to their daily lives.
Watching a rowing plant or animal can provide the opportunity to keep a daily
record or journal, which the student can submit after several months for the teacher's

evaluation.

Projects for which the students must collect information from their friends,
neighbors, and relatives or solve a school or community problem might be of
relevance to their own concerns and interest& For example, investigating other's
points of view about pollution or waste disposal can help the students understand
the ways in which such issues intertwine with science and technology and touch
people's daily lives. Students should learn to appreciate that potential solutions in-
volve taking account of technological advances, scientific principles, and underly-
ing poltical complexities. If students are asked to interpret their findings at regular
or significant intervals, then their changing interpretations pnyvide a long-term
perspective on their learning.

Finally, taking assessment out of the classmom instills values that are consistent
with the goals of science learning and with educational goals for the middle school
as a whole. It prepares students for the larger world outside the classroom. The rrpare

closely instruction and assessment mirror the processes of scientific exploration,
inquily. inteipretation, and documentation, the more likely it is that the students
will come to understand how scientists think, how science develops and
technologies are created, and what their contributions are to society and to
individuals.
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Striking a Balance

'The primary message in this document and its predecessor report on assessment
in elementary school science (Raizen et al., 'NS) is that assessment should be in-
tegrated with instruction. This works to the advantage of the students. When assess-
ment is integrated with instruction, teachers can use the results in a diagnostic and
formative wayto alter their instructional sequences and emphases. They know
when the students are confused and they can structure appropriate learning ex-
periences. However, in science instruction as in the assessment of student learn-
ing a balance must be maintained among the various strategies used.

The approaches described above are intended to broaden horizons and present
assessment strate0es practiced in good science classrooms However, we urge a
variety of approaches. For example, while hands-on and laboratory work is integral
to learning science, there will continue to be a place for reading and written work.
Cooperative learning strategies have many strengths, but groups and individuals
exhibit competencies in different way* and individuals should also be assessed ac-
conling to their own particular accomplishments. Finally, because of the reality of
giving grades, teachers informal assessments should be accompanied by standard-
ized procedures. In addition to the value of monitoring student activities and the
inbrmation gained from evaluating products of long-term projects, there is still a
place for strong, well-designed paper-and-pencil examinations that include essay
questions assessing cumulative learning and attainment of instructional goals.
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Chapter VI
Innovative Assessments: New Directions

In the last chapter, we discussed assessment strategies designed to support good
instruction. These strategies are available to any teacher willing to move beyond
multiple-choice tests and short-answer quizzes. Some educators argue, however,
that assessments should go beyond these instructional functions, that they should
be learning experiences for students in their own right, and that tests should model
good instruction (Sizer, 1986; Wiggins, 1989, Archbald and Newmann, 1988., Feuers-
tein d al., 1997; de Lange, 1987.). In this chapter, we describe several innovations
in assessment that are working toward these new expanded goals kx assessment.
The first two are examples from other countries, the nett few are examples from
state assessment programs in the United States, and then we &scribe an example
developed at a university for the purpose of doing research in classrooms. The last
section of this chapter discusses the potential of the computer in assessing science
learning, based on its role in science instruction.

Innovative Curriculum and
Assessment from the Netherlands

The first example of innovative assessment is taken from secondary mathematics
in the Netherlands. The reader might wonder what relevance this has for middle-
level science programs in the United States. In our view, although many of the sur-
face elements are different, the problems and issues are very much the same. The
assessment we shall describe was developed for the Ma :iematics A program in
the Netherlands, a program designed for high school students who would not be
mathematics majors but would use mathematics as a tool in their careers (e.g.,
economics, medicine) and in their lives. Therefor, the primary focus of this cur-
riculum would be its usefulness. In middle-level science programs in the United
States, teachers often have very similar goals. They tecognize that only a small
proportion of their students will become scientists but that a much larger number
should have the competence to enter science- related careers and use science in
other aspects of their lives. Therefore, they want science to be useful. They are
also aware of the disappointing fad that, for many students, their contact with
chemistry and physics in the middle school will be their last formal learning ex-
perience in these subjects.

r I
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As they explored the appropriateness of different strategies for assessing the ef-
fectiveness ri the Math A curriculum, de Lange and his colleagues (1987) were in-
fluenced Money by Gronlund's (1968) asgstion that achievement testirm should
be a learning aid. After looking at more than one hundred tests used in twelve par-
ticipating schools, the researchers concluded that, for conq:dex problems like
those in the Math A cuniculum, the students needed sufficient time to read,
reflect, mathematize, and interpret results. att, strict time limits were set on com-
monly used wrkten tests, which placed severe constraints on what could be asked
of students. Tivisi*re, these tests incorporated only a limited scope of the pals of
the Math A program, making feedback to the educgional proms minimal and
defeating a major purpose of the teststo help improve ingruction.

A recent report, Everybody Counts (Mathematical Sciences Education Board,
1989:68) warns: 'tests stress lower rather than higher order thinking, emphasiz-
ing student responses to test items rather than original expression and thinking."
This captures de Lange's (1987:177) concerns: "Examinations in mathematics
which consig only of timed, written papers cannot by their nature, assess ability
to undertake practical and investigational work or the ability to carry out work of
an extended nature. They cannot assess skills of mental computation or ability to
discuss mathematics, nor, other than in very limited ways, qualities of persever-
ance and inventiveness." He sugests that these qualities can only be assessed in
the classroom over an extended period. He warns that tests lead teachers to em-
phasize in their classrooms activities that are directly related to the type of ques-
tions used in the examination "...which means that practical and investigational
work finds no pkwe in day-by-day work in mathematics" in cases where timed
tests represent the only method of assessment. A.- Everybody Counts states (p. 69):
"What is tested is what gets taught. 'Pasts must measure what is most important:'

Assessment Principles Used in the Netherlands

De Lange developed the following five principles for effective assessments, which
serve as his criteria kor judging different assessment approaches:

1. Tests shouki improve learning. A properly designed test or task should
not only motivate students by providing them with short-term goals toward
which to work, but also by providing them with feedback concerning their
learning progress.

2. 'Mots should allow students to demonstrate what they kngsv (posi-
tive testing) rather than what tiny &wet know. Otherwise, students
may lose confidence, which should be avoided at all times.

3. Tests should operationalize the goals of the Mathematics A curri-
culum. More specifically, tests must be developed that provide the freedom
of response required for measuring certain complex outcomes. These include
the ability "to create, to organize, to integrate, to express, and similar behav-
iors that call for the production and synthesis of ideas:.

4. Test quality is not In the first place measured by the accessibility to

7 4
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oldecthe scoring. de Lame accepts the fact that competent, independent
judges may score differentlybut within certain limits.

5. Mists should fit Into the usual school pactice.

Alternative Assessments Used in the Netherlands

The assessments designed by de Lange involve four different strategies that can be
combined as appropriate tasks that are to be accomplished in stages, tasks to be
accomplished outside school hours, essays, and oral performance.

The humstage task. Inspired by the ideas of Van de IMij (as referenced in de Lange,
19871 the two- stage task uses both shon-answe.. and essay questions and provides
storknts with two separate grades, one kw each stage. The firg stage, essentially
a preparation for the second stage, consists of a traditional, time-restricted, written
test administered to all ci the students simultaneously for completkm in class. The
gudents are expected to answer as many questions as possible with an orientation
toward havim students find out what they don't know rather than demonstrating
to the teacher whre they do know. Most of the &nation is given to the lower goals"
of cormutation and convrehension. Scores are as objective as they can be under
these conditions. The teacher scores the first-stage papers, and hands the tests back
to the studeres with the biggest mistakes (and only those) and the scores disclosed.

In the second stage, the gudent repeats the work at home using the teacher's feed-
back. Interactions (e.g., outside advice and library research)are permitted between
the two stives. At a designated time, perhaps three weeks later, the students turn
in their work, and the teacher scores the tests a second time.

The second stage follows the five principles listed above. The test improves learn-
ing it emphasizes what gudents do know; it gives attention to the higher goals of
interpretation and reflection; it uses subjecthee but reliable scoring and, by allow-
ing the students to work at home, it fits with usual school practice.

Three findings are worth noting:

I. There is a relatively wide spread in scores for the first stage, from very poor
to excellent. At the second stage, the spread of scores is greatly reduced with
more students doing well.

2. Girls perform relatively more poorly than boys in the first stage. At the second
stage, this difference disappears. In fact, the best results were scored by girls.

3. Students experienced enhanced self-confidence when they were able to im-
prove in the second stage.

The take.hosue task. Following a fifty-minute written task, a sample of students
were allowed to choose one out of five subjects to work on at home. They could either
work alone or in pairs.

The essay task. The students were given a newspaper article on the problem of
overpopulation in the Republic of Indonesia. The article contained a great deal of



numerical information, but made no use of graphic representation. The students
were asked to rewrite the article, making optimal use of graphic representation. This
task called on the students to find relevant mathematics in the text, find relation-
ships between different facts, and reflect upon different aspects of both in rewriting
the article and developing the appropriate graphs, tables, and charts.

The oral task. Once a standard part of examinations in the Netherlands, this type
of assessment has become less popular recently. de Lange reinstituted it in order
to study its effectiveness as an assessment procedure for Math A. All interviews took
twenty minutes and involved the Audent, the teacher, an external independent ex-
aminer, and an observer. The first question differed from student to student, using
questions that seemed appropriate to the expected performance level of the student.
de Lange noted that one advantage of the osal exam over all forms of written tests
is that one is able to find out how much relevant information a student reallyneeds
to start solving an assigned problem. He cites as other advantages the observation
that, because of hints provided by the interviewer, the students "never got stuck:'
On the negative side, some students felt rushed due to time constraints, felt ner-
vous because of the presence of officials, and felt uneasy at not being able to do ac-

tual computations.

Some Conclusions

For three reasons, de Lange recommends using a combination of unti bled assess-
ment strategies to assess the Math A curriculum. First, de Lange discovered that
the correlation between the restricted-time, written test, the take- home task, and
the oral test were low, indicating that these tests actually measure different dimen-
sions. (This is consonant with findings by Applebee et al. 119891 on assessing dif-
ferent dimensions of writing competence.) Second, the different testing strategies
yielded different patterns of results for boys and girls. Specifically, boys performed
considerably better than girls on the time-restricted, written tests; on the stage-two
and take-home tasks, boys and girls performed at more or less the same (high) level;
and on the oral tests, boys and girls performed more or less the same and at a level
between the time-restricted, written tests, and the take-home tasks. Third, the un-
timed strategies more closely paralleled the goals of the Math A curriculum, which
is strongly process oriented, focuses on higher thinking skills, and attempts to enable
students to engage in the mathematization process, all of which require time to
enable students to engage in reflection and generate creative and constructive
thought. Perhaps the most important message of de Lange's most important find-
ingwork, however, is that assessments can be developed that are truly criterion
referenced, where the goal is to assess achievement of a student's learning rather
than spreading out individual test scores along a predetermined distribution curve.

The Use of Profiling and
Moderating Panels in Great Britain

Great Britain currently is developing a new n;,',Ional curriculum in many areas, in-
cluding science. According to the report c) 'Pask Group on Assessment and

p.t6
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Testing (lkilartment of Education and Science and the Welsh Office, 1987), the ern-
phasis of the new assessments will be cet developing profiles of each student on
a set of between four and six profile components. For each component, thee are
twelve attainment targets that have been idendfied, which are identical br all grade
levels tested (ages seven, eleven, fourterni, and rgxteen) but take into account the
expected growth in knowledge and skills. The assessments proposed by the Usk
Gioup are like teaches day-to-day assessment& they are directly concerned with
what is being taught, and they air designed to weal the quality of each pupil's per-
formance irrespective of the performance of other pupils.

For example for 7 year olds, and largely for 1 l year olds, it is proposed that the
tests will take the form of topics for children to work on. These will be designed
so that they look like interesting pieces of work ordinarily met in clas& In the
course of doing them, children will be able to display a range of achievements
which teachers can assess, by observing chilchen's activity and by marking
workartistic, written, oralthat they produce using standard pro-
ceduresrleachers will be able to select tasks from a "bank," choosing subjects
and contexts suitable for the background and interests of the pupils in-
volvedlbecause children are more likely to do full *rake to themselves in con-
texts which are familiar and interesting to them (pp. 11-12).

The results of these assessments can be used by tinichers for their Instructional
and evaluative purposes and will also be aggregated at the school level. 'lb ensure
comparability, teachers wili use "moderation" meetings with teachers from other
schu s to discuss the progress of their groups of children, including consideration
of the spread of results from the national tasks compared to the spread of results
from their own assessments. The final responsibility for decisions about the prog-
ress of individual pupils will rest with their teacher.

Performance Assessment in California

Since 1989, California has been field testing for eventual incorporation into its
state assessments programs a series of performance tasks and open-ended ques-
tions emphasizing the key concepts and principles of science for grades six and
twelve. ikrformance tasks bcus on science process skills embedded in the con-
tent areas of the life, physical, and earth sciences. The open-ended questions
focus on engaging students actively in the use of hypotheses and the design of
scientific investigations and processes, as well as providing opportunities to re-
spond to societal and ethical issues related to science.

In the spring of 1990, California will pilot a new testing program, the Calibrnia
Golden State Examinations. These ate optional tests that students may elect to
take in order to receive a special endorsement of their diplomas. In chemistry and
biology, these examinations will include a combination of different modes. The
multiple-choice questions will be conceptually based (thirty minutes): the open-
ended questions will ask students to respond to a prompt by interpreting or enter-
ing data on a chart or graph, drawing a picture to answer a question, or writing a
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shon analytical paraipaph (ten minute* and performance tasks will use a laboratory
sitting (fifty minutes).

Calibrni4 Assessment Program (CAP), intended to probe student achievement
statewide, lus identified nine overlapping characteristics of a desirable assessment

Program:

Emphasis sm prodwden rather time discrimination.
Modeling good instruction. 'finds should be TIIIITOIS of instniction and
assessments Aould provide a learning opportunity in and of belt

Focus en integntien. The tasks should be multidimarsional in skills mess-
ed, multisensory in stimuli presented, arx1 multimodal in response lomat&

Fewer tasks ri greater rimth and breadth. The right kind c4 exercises
woukl take considerably loner than =mai multiple-choke questions, hence
that portion of the test (assuming also a short-answer portion) would consist
of a relatively small number of tasks.

interdiscWinary learning and assessment. Complex multidimensional
tasks would cut across disciplinary lines, providing occonunities for students
to write about science, and tell how they would solve a social problem. Instruc-
tion and assessment would focus on large real-life problems, such as deforesta-
tion or hunger.

Communicate& Exercises would demand demonstration of how dearly the
students =Id communicate learning.

Face validity. The tasks should be credible to the tetchers, parents, and
students

Learning and assessment hi gawps. The ability to interact, negotiate, and
cope with different opinions to achieve common ends should be part of the
assessment.

Renewed emphasis on speaking and listening. Oral examinations could
take several brms, for example, student debates, peer prcblern-solving sessions,
examinations of small groups that have done research together, or examina-
tions of individual students.

California is also experimenting with collecting portfolios of the students' work
in mathematics. In the spring of 1989, hfty4ive teachers teaching grades three and
six were asked to collect their students' work over two or three months. Each port-
folio included three or four pieces of individual work, orm report on a group proj-
ect, and a reflective or imaginative piece that asked the students k:$ reflect, In writing
about the work done in mathematics class. Subsequently, the tetchers met to review
each other's portfolios, compare criteria for assessment of their students' work, and
exchange both teaching and asseannent ideas. The experiment will be repeated dur-
ing 1989-90, with more teachers participating.

Also in mathematics, the California State Department of Education (1 90) has been

8
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including open-enskid questions in its most recent twelfth grade mathematics tests.
The purpose is to provide the students an opportunity to think for theraseives, con-
struct their own rewonses, demonstrate the depth of their understanding, and en-
courage the students to solve pzoblems in several ways. For 1987-88, the tint year
that open-ended questions were included in the test, a random sample of 2,51)1)
responses (500 to each of 5 questions) out of a total of 240,000 revonses were
reviewed by a special coinmitbae. Performance on a loge percentqe of the responses
(will over half for ail but one of the problems) was rated as inadequate. The corn-
mines members tairmised that the results indicated that students were not used to
wrking about mathematics and had little experience in ?effecting on or describing
their thought processes as they solved mathematical problems.

Perforniance Assessment
in Connecticut

In simmer IN% the Connecticut State Department of Education received a grant
from the National Science Foundation to work collaboratively with the Coalition
of Essential Schools and the state departments of education in Michigan, Min-
nesota, New Nbrk, Texas, Vermont. and Wisconsin to develop performance assess-
ments in science and mathematics. In August, 1989, three &men hkgh school
teachers from these states met and formed the Connecticut Multi-State Perform-
ance Assessment Collaboratve (CoMPACT) to develop performance tasks
that would be tried out in their classes during the 1989-90 school year. Criteria for
developing effective tasks included the following:

The tasks should be based on essential rather than tangential as-
pects of the curricuhnn. They should represent "big" ideas or significant
themes.

'rho tasks should be authentic ratiter than contrived. They should
use the processes that scientists or mathematicians use, and the outcomes of
the tasks should be of value to students.

The tasks should be rich rather than superficiaL They should cause
the students to raise related questions, consider other problem* and make
new con nectkins.

The tasks should be engaging. They should be thought-provoking and
foster persistence.

The tasks should require the students to be aclive sether than
passive. The students should construct meaning and deepen their
understanding as they solve complex problems. On a subset of task* the
students would be encouraged to work collaboratively with other students.

The tasks should be integrative rather than fragmented. The
students should be expected to bring together many separate pieces of
knowledge in the completion of a given task.

'7 9
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Connecticut will use tasks designed to meet these criteria to assess the progress
of strakirts on the goals set forth in Conneakutt Coma= Com of Learnirg (Baron
et al., M), an expadtion of the stakos educational expectations for its studeras.
The tasks will assess students' scientific attitudes and dispositions as well as skills,
processes, and knowledge. lbward these multiple ends, the first set ci tasks to be
rkveloped will focus on sustained group tasks. These tasks could take anywhere
from part of a class period to several weeks to complete. k is intended that tl*
students will work topther m plan and conduct investigatioas and solve real-world,
multistep pmblems.

The participants in the summer wortshop recognized and readily acknowledged
that effective perbrmance tasks dowdy resemble effective instructional activities.
In fact, one of the goals of the assessment is to model good instructional tasks.
However, the component which makes a task appropriate for use in assessment
is the existence of accorrvanying scoring guides. In science, students will be scored
on their understandings and applications of scientific knowledge and concepts, as
well as on their scitstific attituths and dispositions, their effective employment of
the skills and processes of science, their ability to use scientific tools and apparatus
safely and appropriately, their ability to work effectively as a member of a group,
and their ability to communicate their findings rem**.

The comma also developed draft r/iteria for Mermining whether a perform-
ance task is appropriate kw group work. Tivo classes of problems seem particularly
well suited. First are those that are too large Of too time-consuming for an individual
working alone to complete. Related to the jigsaw approach (Aronson et al., 1978),
each student in the group would collect &feral data or do a different piece of
research, thereby fostering private indvendence among the members. Each in-
dividual also would have to integrate WI of the various pieces so as to be able to con-
tribute to the completion of the group task. This approach has been sucassful In
enhaming the selkoncepts of the students who come to see themselves as indispen-
sable to the work of the group, and it often raises their level of performance accor-
dingly (Aronson et al., 1978). A second category of appropriate group tasks are those
to which each individual brings only a partial understanding of the scientific
phenomena under consickration. Woridng together and sharing ideas has the poten-
tial to deepen the students' collective and individual understanding (Cobb el al.,
in press).

leachers who believe in the value of group work often become frustrated when
it comes to assessing the contributions of the individuals within the group. Because
of their need to assign grades to individual students and be able to justify these
grades, teachers need to have valid and reliable techniques available to them for
assessing the achievement of each student. The CoMPACT is currently exploring
different scoring approaches to group work that will alio.. teachers te check for the
understanding of individual group members. This will permit the teachers to asses
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the performance of the individuals while at the same time rewarding the efforts of
the grow

A Three.Stage Performance Mak

One of the many strategies being considered by the CoMPACT is the development
of a three-stage performance task, which wre stimulated by de Lange's two-stage
toting. In this model, teachers would obtain an littlici assessnwnt of each student's
knowledge and understanding at the begnningd the group task. For example, this
initial assessment mien call for a written predktkm about what might happen dur-
ing the course of an investigation, with the students asked to provide reasons or
related ascriptions and explanations of their predictions. Or, the students might
be asked for a preliminary design with an accompanying rationale. A second series
of measurements of each student's understanding would be taken during the in-
terval in which the group is working. These would be on-line checks f o r understand-

kg, accomplished thmugh such informal limns as students lournals and logs, oral
intetviews, and a paragraph turned in at the end of the class. The third stage would
occur at the completion of the group work. Each student would be askcid to com-
plete independently a neor-transfer or extension task, example, something closely
related to the knowledge and processes used in the group task tv.:h an appropriate
degree of novelty. If students used the group experience to enhance their understan-
ding of the scientific concepts and principles inherent in the task, they would be
able to micceed on related but unfamiliar problems or tasks set in a novel context.

Portfolios in Vermont

Vermont, as California, is pilot teiting the use of students' portfolios in its
statewide assessment of writing and mathematics in grades four and eleven and
is considering the inclusion of portfolios in other areas, including science. Accord-
ing to an August 1989 draft developed for teachers by the Vermont State Depart-
ment of Education:

Portfolios will be used to provide data in areas not reasonably addressed
through standardized tests. The content of student portfolios in mathematics
should reflect evidence of the ability of students to solve both routine and
non-routine problems, in both group and individual situations. There should
be evidence of a student's ability to communicate and reason mathematical-
ly. Portfolios should show student growth in understanding and using con-
nections among various mathematical topics and between mathematics and
other disciplines There should be examples of the student's work in exploring
problems and describing results using a variety of models or representations.
Reflections on the student's own thought proce.es in solving problems and
on the feelings and attitudes of the student, as well as a self-assessment of
strengths and areas needing improvement, should also be included.
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The portfolio should contain a few examples of a student's best work collected
over a period of more than one year. It might include the following

A solution to a problem assigned as homework or given on a test or quiz. The
solution should show originality or deviation from the usual procedure, not
just a nod set of figute& Several different solutions to the same problem could
constitute one entry.

A problem made up by the student, with or without a solution, depending on
the complexity.

A paper tbne for another subject that contained some mathematics, such as
an analysis of data presented in a graph, particularly if the data were collected
by the student.

A report of some group activity or project, with comments as to the individual's
contribution (e.g., surveys, reviews of the use of mathematics in the media).

A picture made by the student of his or her work with manipulative, or two-
or three-dimensional figures as a solution t° a problem, or a description of a
mathematical concept or situation.

Art work done by the student involving mothematics, such as drawn designs,
coordinate pictures, scale drawings or maim, etc.

A videotape of a =dent or a group of students giving a presentation involv-
ing mathematics.

A report on the history or application of some mathematical concept.

An entry or entries hom the student's journal.

During the 1989-90 school year, teaches are being recruited to participate in a
pilot study ci the us¼ of portfolios in order to provide their reactions, and their
students reactions, to generating portfolio& The teachers will rote the advantages
they see, problems they encounter, uses they made or envision for the pottfolios,
and suggestions they have for further consideration. They also will keep track of
the things they do and the time limy spend with the portfolios, re yarding how often
they review the portfolios with the students and the extent to witich they use port-
folio materials when meeting with parent&

Using Naturally Occurring Problems
to Assess Students' Understanding

Linn and Songer (1988) have described a research program consisting of a
thirteen-week unit on thermodynamics, which used a .;uies of microcomputer-
based laboratoty experiments with real-time data collection to collect, record, and
instantaneously display laboratory data. The research team used successive cur-
riculum reformulation to deepen eighth-grade students' understanding of the dif-
ference between heat, energy, and temperature. In order to examine whether the
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students really understood the role of the different variables involved (e.g. starting
tempemture. volume, surface area, and insulation), the team developed a set of
;ander tasks. Even though the students understood the effects of the variables in
lahmatixy setthigs, they had considerable difficufty applying their undestandings
to a series of waded, natural-world problems. The specification of appropriate
bander tasks ityresents an innovative approach to assessment beets ise it takes into
comsideratkrwskigle- and multi-vanable situations and the degree of similarity bet-
ween the naturally occurring problem and the laboratory tasks in the curriculum.
Using problems in assessment that occur naturally in the world outsidt ichool may
have tbe Feat benefit of developing models for instructional activities designed to
"teach for transfer:' a term that has found many advocates but little application
because of the Lack of cogent exen plan.

The Pdaitial of
Computers for Assessment

In science classrooms, computers have been used in four major ways (see Guertin
ei al., !987:Abeles, 1989:Linn, 1988), and each use has implications kir assess-
meni. First, department heads and teachers have used computers to assist them
in classroom management activities. These include keeping inventories of
materials, budgeting, computing students' grades, and preparing tests. Second,
they have been used in various ways to assist instruction, including drill and prac-
tice, tutorials, simulation& and research (e.g., databases, spreadsheet analyses of
data, and witncl processing for report writing). A third categrry involves telecom-
munkations, with students from different physical locations iputting and shar-
ing data on a phenomenon or common problem. Fourth, computers are used in
micmcomputer-based science laboratories as a way to collect, portray, and ana-
lyze real-time data.

Recent advances in computer hardware have made possible quite sophisticated
instructional and assessment activities. The use of the microchip has reduced
costs and processing time while increasing computer memories. Optical laser disk
technologies combine the power of the computer with the remarkable storage
capabilities of laser disk& One of these disks, the CD-ROM, is only about five in-
ches in diameter and stores 270,000 printed pages of information. This means
that one or two CD-ROM disks can piovide an entire semester of study consisting
of text and assessment materials; slides and movies can be computer controlled
and integrated with the materials stored in the CD-ROM disks. Obviously, at the
current time, it is not the technology that limits its applications to science educa-
tion but the failure to generate software and learning opportunities to take advan-
tage of the existing capabilities. Other impediments to widespread use involve the
cost of computer hardware and the training necessary to enable teachers to feel
comfortable using computers in their classrooms (Cohen, 1988).

In this setlion, some possible uses of the computer for monitoring what
students know and can do in science ere described. The perspective taken is that
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of the classroom teacher. However, the data generated Nough computer-based
assessment can potentially be aggregated for policy makers at the school, district.
stme, national or even international levels. We discuss four possibilities: item banks,
simulations, telecommunications, and microcomputer-based scitmce laboratories
(MBLs).

first, some teachers are currently using computers to build item banks for their
unit tests and final exams. The format of these kerns usually is mukiplechoice Sane
teachers keep item statistics to see how well students do on individual itans over
a period of time. In some cases, teachers even develop and print alternative forms
of their tests bor use in classrooms where students sit close together. The promise
of this use lies in the potential for exchange and quality control of items among
teachers, provided the items are openly available.

Second, the use of simulations makes possible a very different kind of learning
and assessment. Simulations can be classified into two types: whether the student
plays an active or passive role. &Rove simulaikms are like teacher demonstrations
in that the student observes the scientific phenomena. The advantages of using a
computer are several: that it can substantially reduceor elorvatethe time it
would take for phenomena to occur, it allows students to observe phenomena that
would require expensive, unwieldy, unavailable, or dangerous equipment; it can
enlarge or reduce the scale of phmnomena to make them observable in the
classroom. For example, within a part of a class period, the students can observe
many generations of genetic offspring, ecosystems with prey and predators, or
geologic or astronomical phenomena covering vast regions and taking thousands
of years to occur. itiso, the light and sound emanating from the computer often pro-
vide a more motivating learning situation for some students than the same material
presented in textbooks or classroom lectures. Marthermore, such simulations may
deepen the underganding of students about how things actually occur, making
possible more complex analysis and evaluation activities. The simulations can
become the stimuli for assessments that ask students to explain the phenomena
and make and justify predictions about related phenomena.

Active simuk2tions create a i sands-on environment that provides an opportunity
for students to manipulate many of the variables involved in scientific phenomena
and to observe their effects. For example, computer programs exist that simulate
the operation of a nuclear power plant. Using control rods, the student can control
the amount of heat generated by the reactor and thus the amount of steam formed
and electricity generated. In mechanics, simulations exist to teach students about
combining gears to perform daiired functions. Thinkertools is an example of an en-
vironrnent created to teach students many of the more difficult and abstract con-
cepts related to the laws of motion (Raizen et al, 1989). In assessment contexts, the
students can be asked to solve complex problems involving the manipulation of
variables in these simulated environments. Different levels of abstraction, transfer,
and application to real-world contexts can be incorporated in the assessment prob.:
lems. The technology currently exists to track students' thinking by programming
the computer to keep records of the strategies students use to try out their solutions.
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This permits the teacher to monitor the understanding of the studentsto see
whether their problem-solving strategies are deliberately constructed or random
trial-and-enor.

Third, telecommunications permit students from different locations to work
together on a common pmblem. Sometimes this entails studying the effects of en-
vironmental variables on natural phenorrama. For example, one middle school ap-
pliation has students in different countries at different altitudes reporting the
temperature at which water boils. A second one involves students at many points
along a river taking water samples and rmortiRg the data from the analyses of these
samples to one another. In some sense, the stuchmts are functioning like managers
of databases (Guertin et al., 1987), allowing them to discover relationshipc, note
trends, and form hypotheses. These databases often challenge the students to in-
vatigate a topic further and report findingt back to the class and to others on the
telecommunications network. In the event, the students are motivated to use their
textbooks, their teachers, and other experts in their search for understanding. The
assessmnt opportunities within these karning events tee unlimited in that teachers
can monitor virtually any combination of the students' scientific understandings
and research and communication stills. (See March 1987 issue of Classroom Com-
puter Learning):

Fourth, the use of sensors or probes in microcomputer-based science laboratories
(MB/s) is particularly well suited for science education, because it allows the students
to conduct hands-on investigations, with the computer assisting in gathering and
presenting data. The students set up the apparatus and perform manipulative opera-
tions just as in a traditional laboratory, but the data are presented in graphic form
as they are collected in real time. The students see the data displayed on a graph
or table as they are collected and see relationships as they happen. According to
Abeles (1989), there are several advantages to MBLs. Data collection is less tedious,
more accurate, precise, and efficient. And data can be gathered about phenomena
not readily available before (e.g., reading the thermometer inside the freezer sec-
tion of a refrigerator every three minutes for twenty- four hours).

These motivating and engaging qualities of MBLs give the students the oppor-
tunity to gain a broader perspective on what is taking place in an investigation and
enable them to pay much more attention to the phenomena and the concepts be-
ing studied rather than, es some teachers have put it, "getting lost in the data." For
example, according to Guertin et al. (1987:6-7

...While the MBI. product ;s continuously measuring temperatures during a
cooling curve experiment, students can watch the sample rather than th. ther-
mometers and observe that the crystallization coincides with the temperature
'plateau: Students have time to detect an effect and look for its cause. They
are motivated to seek explanations for the relationzhips they observe. For ex-
ample, should the temperature dmp suddenly during an experiment, students
would be alerted immediately and might discover that a draft had been createit
from an op zn window. Using traditional methods, the students might not have
detected the data anomaly until they graphed the data after the laboratory
session.



Many researchers have found that real-time graphing increases the students' abili-
ty to interpret graphs (Mokros, 1986; (inn, 1988). Guertin et al. (1987) note that an
entire experimental cyck can be completed within the attention span of the stu-
dent because the time between data acquisition and data analysis and display is
brief. For this reason, MU have great potential for use in investigative science with
younger students. niter data acquisition also allows the snxients liability to tweet
the experiments, explore more cases of an experiment, and do more experiments.
Furthermore, many students are motivated to ask "what if" questions and change
the parameters of the investigation. In addition, data can be collected over periods
of time longer than the school day, extending from several hours to overnight to
several days or weeks. Finally, the students can see the same data displayed and
printed in a variety of tabular and graphic formats, and they are able to analyze it
at a later time.

Once the students become familiar with the technology, they are fr .e to ask their
own questions, generate their own hypotheses, and explore them in their own way.
They control both the nature and the pace ci their experimentation. They collect
their own data and portray it in the grivhic mode that seems best for their purpose.
They are encouraged to verify, replicate and make sense of their data, use a variety
of approaches, and communicate their findings to others. This represents an ex-
tension of the opportunities inherent in the active simulations previously describ-
ed, because the use of the data-gathering prunes allows for the students to collect
data in the real world. The students are free to explore their environments,
manipulate variabks, and observe outcomes. They have an opportunity and in-
creased motivation to explore a phenomenon deeply. 'fl s new technology should
also enhance transfer of learning and notions about the relevance of science.

Furthermore, scientific dispositions are likely to come to the fore in the use of
MBL.s. MBLs enable the students to feel like scientists. The students come up with
problems and collect real data. They then portray the data professionally. They also
have opportunities to work collaboratively, and the classroom can become - com-
munity of inquirers. In this way, the students can develop and display many of the
attitudes, attributes, dispositions, and habits of scientists.

Applications of sound and light probes exist in all branches of science, often mak-
ing visible those processes that previously could only be read about. For example,
body functions and reactions can be studied by viewing and analyzing heart and
respiration rates, skin resistances and temperatures, electrocaidiograms and elec-
tromyograms. Even brain waves can be viewed and recorded. In physics, phdogate
probes are used for measuring velocity and acceleration, sonic transducers for
measuring distances, strain gauges for measuring force, thermistors br measuring
temperature. Chemical reactions can be studied through colorimete.c or poten-
tiometric techniques. As noted by Guertin et al. (1987). the ability of the computer
to act in place of voltmeters, freeze-frame oscilloscopes, thernumeters, pH meters,
light meters and a host of other laboratory instruments, coupled with the fact it allows
large quantities of data to be quickly collected, organized, stored, graphed, and
analyzed, means that it might be viewed not as an expensive tool but rather as the
"best buy" in town.
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Guertin el al. (1987) note that one of the strongest arguments for the use of the
MBL in school science ChM/ROOMS is that collep laboratories, research institutions,
medical laboratories, and industry now use digital ckta wquisition devices rather
than traditional laboratoty methods. Hence, experience with the MBL in school
laboratories will prepare the students for advanced MBL activities in higher educa-
tion and in scientific and technical occupations. We would urge, however, that
simultaneously with such experience, students at the middle lewd also develop a
strong foundation in understanding how basic masurements are made and the
various uncertainties attached to different types of measurements, as discussed in
chapter 3.

The assessment opportunities arising from the application of MBLs are limited
only by the teacher's time and indination to make use of them. The records kept
by the student can provide a rich base for assessing their operationaland concep-
tual knowledge as well as their thinking skills. Problems of some complexity and
sophistication can be developed, which can be ackiressed in a classroom period (or
over several periods) using MBL-generated data. Social skills can be aesessed as
groups conduct inquiries using the MEL. Almost every itrategy for assessing science
that goes beyond paper-and- pencil, short-answer formatscan benefit hDril the vse
of the MBL.
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Chapter VII
Assessments and Policy

The emphasis in the preceding two chapters was mainly on improving assessments
carried out by the classroom teacher in support of good science instruction and to
evaluate the students' learning and performance. In this chapter, we take up issues
related to assessments carried out for broader policy purposes. Indeed, educational
administrators, school board members, legislators, and other eduadional policy
makers are increasingly turning to tests for information to assist them in monitor-
ing outcomes, setting goals, allocating resources, and, most important, holding
dktricts, schools, and even individual teachers accountable for the learning of their
students. Currently, most of the tests given for educational policy purposes are en-
tirely separate from the ones that teachers select or create to use in their own
classrooms. They are often referred to as externally mandated tests, because they
are administered under the aegis of some authority beyond the classroom, either
within or outside of the educational system. lests used to inform pt,ficy and increase
accountability are given on a much larger scale than classroom tests, often to all
of the students in a district or state, to nationally representative samples, and
sometimes even across international borders. They we given less often than
classroom tests and generally sample the contents of a year or more of the
curriculum.

Externally mandated tests often focus on critical transition points in the school-
ing process, including the middle-level years. Thus, testing during eighth grade is
ubiquitous, occuning at the district, state, national, and international levels. Because
they are almost always used for making comparisons among the classrooms, schools,
districts, states, or nations tested, these externally mandated tests are carefully stan-
dardized and must be given at a specified time regardless of the pacing of instruc-
tion by a particular teacher.

Both the students and teachers are likely to regard externally mandated tests as
less important than classroom tests. The standardization and breadth of coverage
of these tests usually mean that they are less closely tied to the curriculum than
classroom tests, and au,: students are often told that their report-card grades will not
be affected by how wen they do. Many external testing programs employ elaborate
safeguards to protect the anonymity of teachers and schools, as well as of individual
students. Nonetheless, these tests can have major direct and indirect effects on cur-
riculum, instruction, and learning, and they merit close attention by anyone con-
cerned with science assessment.



High-Stakes Testing:
InipactsforGoodorffl

'lb understand the importance of externally mandated tests, consider the follow-
ing example&

A principal reviews the annual test score means kw each of the school's fifth
grade classrooms;

A school board compares school means on the district-wide tegs;

The local newspaper publishes average scores, by sohool, on the state
assessment;

Legislators anxiously monitor the press coverage concerning the "VVall
Chart' put out by the Secretary of Education in Y/ashington;

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) introduces state-
by-state cornparisons, and both educators and political analysts ponder the
potential for good or ill;

International comparisons show eighth grades in the United States near the
bottom of the countries tested in science and mathematics knowledge, and
educational leaders respond with calls for increased education funding, bet-
ter teacher training, and more rigorous curricula.

When policy makers or the public begin to use test scores to make comparisons
and judgments, the scores become Important in their own right, and the testing
becomes "high stakee At all levels of the educational sygem, the test scores
become a factor as decisions are made about budgets, textbooks, curriculum
frameworks and guidelines, and ultimately about the ways that students spend
their time in classrooms.

leachers might understand vety well that "less is more"that true scientific
literacy and critical thinking would be helped more by a deep, extended,
multifaceted treatment of a few topics than by a superficial survey of many topics.
But the teachers who teach a few things well run the risk that their students will
be unfamiliar with Imst or even all of the questions on high-stakes tests that sam-
ple factual knowledge on dozens of topics. The best textbooks for improving
scores on such tests may be those that cam in the most content, at whatever cost
to depth of understanding. Classroom time spent on westing questions, plann-
ing experiments, learning to observe and record, and learning to discuss the gains
and losses involved in alternative solutions to technological problems might do
little to improve test performance.

If educational administrators and policy makers, parents, and the public insist
on treating high scores on tests of factual knowledge as ends in themselves, scien-
tific literacy and critical thinking will suffer.

Despite their possible negative effects, externally mandated tests also can be a
force for the improvemen 4 science learning. In the short term, even poorly



deAgned tests can focus public attention on the need for educational reform and
incased financial support. By showing what is possible in the best schools or ursier
the best conditknis, tests can help raise the sights of educators and poky makers
elsewhere. Of course, much greater benefits could be wetted from sown!, com-
prdiensive tests providing valid information about the full range of intended learn-
ing ancomes Such tests could guide the albcatkm of educatbnal resources to areas
of greatest need and could help in the formulation c4 specific goals for improvement
az the classroom, school, district, or stge levels. They could also be used in large-
scale evalugions of alternative curricula; instructional practices, and educational
policies Finally, valid and comprehensive tests could illustrate for teachers and
students the kinds of outcomes and levels of attainment expected.

Most externally mandated testing pmgrams, even when done on a sample basis,
involve large numbers of student& Therebre, it may appear prohibitively expen-
sive to employ teging formats aher than paper-and-pencil tests with multiple-
choice items. In the kIng run, however, the costs of not employing a browler array
of testing formats and response modes may be even higher. The only way to
minimize the risks and maxim= the benefits of high-stakes testing is to assess a
full range of important learning outcome& In middle-level science, this is likely to
require that the students use scientific apparatus and this' they respond to some
kinds of questions that call for open-ended responses, rather than a selection
among a small, fixed set of alternative& In addition, even within the constraints of
written, forted-choice tests, there may be mom for substantial improvement in the
range of learning outcomes measured.

Alternative Testing
Materials and Response Formats

Most of the researth on alternative testing formats, forced-response versus essay
tests, for example, has shown that different kinds of tests tend to rank order
students in about the same way. Such findings have been used as a justification for
continued reliance on relatively inexpensive testing formats. If tests that are more
costly to administer and the scores yield no more information than inexpensive
forms of tests, why use them? There are two rcasons.

First, a.s discussed above, testing is reactive The educational system can change
in response to accountability mechanisms, including test& Thachers and students
will look to the test content for messages about the forms of learning outcomes ex-
pected, and curriculum and instruction will evolve in the direction of greater em-
phasis on those outcomes tested.
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Second, both logic and empirical researth affirm that some of the most impor-
tant outcomes of middle-level science education cannot be measured adequately
using paper-and-pencil, multiple-choke items. Frederiksen (1984) has investigated
students' ability to pose plausible hypotheses to explain patterns of experimtuttal
findings. The format is simple An experiment is described and its results are
presented, often with the aW of a gm* gractt or %lure The stolents are then asked
to pose as many reasonable explanations for the finding; as they can, and their
responses are raed for (panty. After developing and validating this lormulating
hypotheses" test, Frederiksen atUmpted to create a multiple-choice test measur-
ing thisame alAilty. He and his associates buml that the multicde-choice version
of the test failed to measure the same abilities as the ftee-response version. Similarly,
assessing the quality of a student's writing according to several different constructs
of writing performance yields scores that, while correlated, appear to capture dif-
ferent competencies. Moreover, the parameters of the tasks required ill a test con-
strain writing performance (Applebee et al., 1989). Even without appealing to em-
pirical research, it is dear that the ability to design simple experiments or use scien-
tific apparatus safely and correctly will be difficult or impossible to test fully using
multiple-choice question&

A recent science assessment of fourth graders in the state of New York
demonstrated theleasibility of large-scale testing using simple apparatus. n series
of stations were set up in each classroom; at each station the students were to use
a mler, a simple pan balance, or other equipment to answer questions on a test they
carried with them from station to station in five-minute rotations. The skills being
assessed induded measurement prediction based on observation, categorization,
inference, and forming hypotheses. The students' scores were recorded only at the
school; the school's scores were reported at the state level in terms of percentage
of item difficulties. The assessment may have fallen short of teging all the forms
of scientific reasoning that might be hoped for even at the fourth grade, but it did
yield ye*/ Otnificant information about the science program in New Nbrk schools
and particular* about the students' limited exposure to hands-on science. The more
ambitious plans for state assessments, including performance items and more ex-
tended exercises being formulated in California and Connecticut, were described
in the preceding chapter.

Better Multiple-choice Questions

Multiple-choke questions are often thought of as testing no rn se than factual recall,
but they have been used successfully to measure a much broader range of outcomes.
On science tests, for example, P. multiple-choice item might pose a scientific ques-
tion and then describe several different experimental setups or procedures that might
be used to investigate it. The correct answer is the one in which experimentll and
control groups differ only with respect to the matter at issue. This multiplechoice
item format tests the important conceptual understanding Piaget termed contrail-
ing variables, whkh is often presented in middle-level science as a fundamental
principle of scientific method. Multipleetoice questions can test more complex
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kinds of masoning, as well. Imagine an item describing the history of a rock for-
maim and presenting a diagram showing different geological grata identified by
letters or nunkas. Studer** unchantanding of bark principks AO be assessed
by questions asking about the order in which the grata were ltdd ckown, where one
might look for particular kinds of fossils, or which of several explanations accounts
krr some stratum nce being horizontal. Obviously, other questions about the same
figure might test vocabulary or other recall forms of knowle*

These examples illustrate that multiple-choice items can be constructed to
measure reasoniq and understanding of scientific =tiled. Note, however, that such
undetstandings are best tested in the context of an actual problem, in conjunction
with relot,ant factual knowledge. When indivkluals mason, they reason about
somethrri,, ft follows, as we noted in chapter ): , that poor perfonnance on such items
can be due to deficient understanding of either the processes ci scientific !MOD-
ing called for or the factual information required to apply that reasoning in a par
ticular situatkm. (Of course, poor performance can also reflect poor motivation,
failure to understand test instructions, poor reacfing ability, or other causes.)

These examples also illugrate that multiple-choice items testing higher ordei
thinldng skills will almost always require the presentation of more elaborate stimuli
than frost questions manuring factual recall. More text, figures, charts, gmfhs, and
diagrams will be required to describe the problem situation the students are asked
to reason about. As a result, such test questions may require a higher level of reading
ability than questions that test knowledge of facts and principles, as well as the ability
to interpret graphs and other kinds of displays. They may also call for greater ef-
fort, attention, and motivation on the part of the test taker. Any of these acklitional
requirements might serve to lower some students' scores (that is, percent of items
answered correctly versus expectations, depending on the conditions of testing.)

Multiple-choice questions employing more complex stimuli will also take longer
to answer so that fewer items can be administered in a given period of time. For
all these reasons, reliable and valid multiple-choice tests will be more difficult to
construct for higher order thinking skills than for factual knowledge. In addition,
items on such tegs will tend to be harder for the students to answer and harder for
instructors to teach to, and so some stuoents and teachers might resist mover lent
in the diredion of testing higher order skilis. it follows thai signrscant improvements
in externally mandated tests, including muftiple-choke tests, are unkkely unless con-
cerrwd parents, citizens, educators, and curriculum specialists insist on better tests,
meastKng a broader ?I:Inge of important learning outcomes.

Information Needs el Nacision Makers:
Achiewsnent and Context----
Milidity should be regarded as a property not of tests, or even of test scores, but of
test-score interpretaions. Valid interpretation of achievement scores, for indi-



viduals, classrooms, schools, or larger aggregations, always requires supplemen-
tal information about at least some old* many factors known to influence achieve-
ment. ibachers udrw tests in their own classrooms bring a wealth of bickgmund
information ;dug individual students' earlier performance levels, intents, and
other charaderistics, as well as knowledge about their own cuntulum and instruc-
tion. This idormation enables them to set reasonable especial:bons for achievement
levels and evabate the plausibility of altemativeesplanations for low cs' WI scoter,
Even rixne impottant, it enables teaches to make better twe of scores WIWI) deciding
what to change to improve learning, for individual students or for the class as a
wnole.

Assessment for haw° vemest

Valid intermetation d scores on externally mondated achievement tests likewise
requires contextual inbrmation if policy makes are to use the results to improve
the students' achievement. For externally mandated testing vogtams limited ho a
single school or a =all school district, deckdonmakers might already have access
to sufficient information to interpret the scores appropriately. School principals
and district personnel would need to know or find out about the curricular goals,
textbooks and other instructional resources, and teaching practices in the
classrooms tested; the students' performance in prior years and in other content
areas; and something about the communities served by the different schools
where the tests were given. Depending on the focus of the testing program and the
particular score interpretations intended, additional information might be re-
quired. Policy makers might want to look in greatr detail at the students' oppor-
wnity to learn the facts or concepts covered in each test question. They might ask
about the teachers' brimd training in science, or about the number of years the
present textbook series has been in use. Without such information, it is impossi-
ble to say from achievement levels alone which teachers or schools are doing
poorly and which are doing well. One school may be doing extremely well in the
light of its students' language backgrounds and other contextual factors, and still
have lower scores than a mediocre school serving more advantaged learners.
Another consideration is the match between the curriculum and the tee. Where
achievement is poor, contextual information is essential to determine to what ex-
tent the content of the test corresponds to the curriculum. (Of course, good cor-
respondence merely indicates tha the test is appropriate to the curriculum, not
that the testor the curriculum, for that matterreflects good science instruc-
tion.) These examples could easily be multiplied. As the scale d testing programs
increases, it becomes less likely thet decision-mai Is will have the needed con-
textual information at hand. Thus, it becomes increasingly important to collect it
in conjunction with achievement-test data. This is most often accomplished by
giving the students Sbackground questions" in conjunction with test hems, and
by providing separate questionnaires .0 be completed by their teachers and by
knowledgeable personnel at the school level.

Baron and Forgbne (1M) discuss the kinds of background information it is useful
to coiled in large-sca3e assessments. Discipline is required when assembling such
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questionsSit wcadd be nice to know" Is not a adficient jurgification for using
predous questionnaire wace and testing time. Ttxy recommend tine all background
questions at the students teacher, and building levels should satisfy at lea ono of
thole afteria for incksion: Fhst, information must be collected on demogrmAk
factots that will be used to onainkr mon the results. These include questions
on wider, racial and ethnic klentification, socioeconomic status, and alter
demogiaphk chamcteristics. This sort of information is importmt for unchastand-
Ina how educational resources and classroom processesthat is, the opportunity
to learnas well as Audent achievement and attitudes are distributed across dif-
ferent groups of students. Second, information should be collected concerning
schooling fackas known to influence achievement, including indicators of demon
process. Finally, background questions can be included, because they assess ethic&
Ward outcomes important in their own den, apart from academic achievement.
These irklude questions about attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. In an eighth-grade
ode= assessmart, for example, students in ComEcticut rerponded on a kale from
"saw* agree" to "stiongly disagree" to statements such as "Careers in science
are mote appropriate for men than for women" and "My knowledge of science will
be of little value to me in my day-to-day UV (Baron and Forgione, 1989:189). As
a further measure of attitudes, the students were also asked him many years of high
school science they exrwed to take.

lb lam something about instructional practices in scieme, younger children were
asked in separate questions if they had ever used a magnifying glass, a metric Mer,
a thermometer, or a magnet in science, and whether they had ever made a simple
electrical circuit or an electromagnet Eighth-graders woe asked on a scale from
"never" to "more than ten times" how often they had used a triple-beam balance,
a graduated cylinder, or a microscope, and how often they had set up an electrical
circuit. The eighth-grade assessment included actual use of a triple-beam balance
to weigh an object. Responses to the experience question were strongly related to
success on the perkwmance task. (See also the discussion above on the more ex-
tensive test of manipulative skills administered to all fourth graders in New librk).

'ftchers and principals can be asked parallel questions about use of equipment
and so forth, as a check on the studentsU responses. In the Connectzut Assessment
of Educational Progress there were also specific questions about the availability of
good science teachers, the amount budgeted specifically for consumable science
supplies, amount budgeed specifically for purchase of new science equipment, and
nv mbers of microcomputers available for science instruction. Respondents were
if.so asked to rate the seriousness of such problems as "a general belief that science
is less important than other subjects:' "out-of-date teaching materials," "lack of
materials or equipment," "inadequate budget for science," "lack of student interest
in science," lack of teacher interest in science," "teachers inadequately prepared
to teach science:' "lack of support of administration," "teachers views not incor-
porated into curricular decisions," and "lack of opportunity and/or support for in-
service" leachers also reported on whether science equipment was available to them
and, if so, wtwther they had to share IL In addition, they were asked to indicate how
well trained they felt they were to teach science (Baron and Forgione, 1989:206-210).
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Similar kinds of questions have been asked in connection with the science
assessments conducted by NAEP,by several major studies conducted by the National
Center br Eduction Statistics (Schools and Staffing Survey, National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988), and in the 1985-1986 National Survey of Science and
Mathematics Education (Weiss, 1987).

In short, we suggest tht policy makers need to understand and document the
status of some of the conditions that influence what students adually learn in school.
According to Oakes (1989), the following three categories of variables are impor-
tant to examine:

Access to Schott:Mc Knowledge. Availability of instructional material&
laboratories, computers, and equipment; teachers' qualifications and experience
in science; scheduling (for example, depanmentalized, discrete classe& or inter-
disciplinary teams); dassmom assignment practices (grouped by ability or mixed
instructional groups) and the curriculum associated with each grouix availability
of academic sumtort and enrichment programs (ttnoring, after-school remediation,
science fairs, field trips, museum programs); and parental involvement in science
instruction or science activities.

Press for Science Achievement and Participation. Opportunities for sctool-
wide recognition of science participation and accomplishments; curriculum and
instructional activities focused on challenging, real-world scientific concepts and
problems; faculty beliefs about the students' ability to learn science (for example,
whether all students are capable of learning science); faculty emphasis on science
as an interesting and important subject for students at the middle level; instructional
leadership in sciencethe extent to which a significant person or group at the school
advocates and supports science curriculum and instruction; and the degree to which
noninstructional constraints interfere with science activitie&

Profesekmal Conditions for Science Attaching. R.achers' salaries; teachers'
student load and class sizc clerical support staff available for noninstructional tasks;
time available for professional, non-teaching work; time spent on collegial goal set-
ting, program planning, and instructional improvement; participation on the staff
in school-wide decision making; administrative commitment and involvement in
staff development in science; and administrative support for professional risk tak-
ing and experimentation.

As with student outcome measures in science, assessment of several of these im-
portant program characteristics must in part rely on human judgment. Obviously,
assessments of science programs cannot possibly provide the complex data resear-
chers need in order to understand fully the relationships among program
characteristics and science outcomes. They can, however, provide useful clues to
policy makers about strengths and problem area& The challenge is to design
assessments that provide the most central information with a parsimonious set of
indicators. Relevant kinds of questions about programs, asked in conjunction with
student assessments that involve (I) multiple-choice questions testing both lower
order and more complex reasoning skills, (2) hands-on performance exercises
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requirkVactual taco! science equipment, and (3) assignment of problems involv-
ing Mended and ingkpth work can begin to illuminate thecomplex questkons fac-
ing educational deciskomakers, Ulaige-scaleassessments are to het. inform Wks)!
and ensue accountability, both the tests themselves and the backgmund informa-
tion pnwiding a context for interpreing frq eft:mance must be sound, tellable,
and comprehensive.

Erosion a Validity

Valid interpretation of test results will become more difficult as mandated
assessments glow, particularly when they involve high-stakes testing. As noted,
yak* inhees mt in a test itself, but in an intended test imerptetation, an inference
based on a score. There may be different logical bases for such inferences, calling
kir different strategies of test design and validation. Consider three examples: A col-
ter admissions test, a typing test for applicants for a sectetarial positiom and an
achievenent leg administered by a state or district. The warrants for using the SAT
or similar tests to help reach college admissions decisions include both logical
arguments from the tests content and design and empiricalarguments from their
observed correlations with college graded and other indicators of success. In con-
trast, the typing test directly samples performances that are a pan of the work the
person hired will be expected to do. The achievement test probably would be in-
termediate between these first two examples. lb the extent that it direcily sampled
some domain of proficiencies that the studentswere expected to acquire, as, for ex-
ample, use of a thermometer or an equal-arm balance, it would be like the typing
test. lb the extent that it was intended to show what children were likely to do Or
be capable of doing in non-test situations, its validity would have to rest on logical
or empirical groundsareas that need much furtherexploration and work in the
case of science tests (Frederiksen, 1986).

Erosion of validity may be said to occur when, as an indirect result of using the
test, the warrant for the intended score-based inferences is weakened. In the case
of college admissions tests, coaching thatconcentrates on test-taking skills or prirtice
with feedback in answering multiple-choice items may improve test scores without
bringing any concomitant improvement in the complex, developed aptitudes the
test is intended to reflect. If such coaching improves the scores of some examinees,
the correlation between test performance and subsequent colltge success is likely
to be reduced, thereby eroding the test's validity as a predictor. (Of course, a longer
term ptogram of coaching that focusedon the uncknying skills the test was intended
to assess might improve both test performa criterion performance. That would not
affect the test's validity.) In the case of the typing test or reading a thermometer, it
is more difficult to imagine any kind of training that would substantially improve
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test performance without also improving criterion performance. A work-sande test

is highly regstant to erosion of valklity.

When policy actions that affect individual schools, administrators, teachers, or

students are taken on the basis of assessnent results, assessmentsbecome very im-

portant. lbachers are more likely to teach to the test, and it is naive to ask them to

avoid doing so. Thus, the issue from an assessnent perspective is to improve the

quality ot such tests so as to make instruction based on their context worthwhile.

Similar cautions are in eerier with respect to some conceptual or backgmund (pies-

tions and educational goals. If background questions are interpreted as indicators

of educational quality, they may be subject to the same erosion of validity as cognitive

questions. This may happen whenever the answers to questionnaire items are
treated as ends in themselves. Based on the illustrations just given, for mantle,
a well-intentioned but mliquided teacher might decide to teach the use of a magni-

fying glass or a triple-beam balance as an isolated skill. Likewise, questions about

the number of homework or writing assignments corm:deed may invite the pro-

liferation of brief, meaninglers assignments. Questionnaire developers should be

sensitive to such reactive effects of background questions and, whenever possible,
should word questions so as to diseourage treating activities as ends in themselves.

SUMMarY

Policy makers need content-valid outcome assessments set in the schooling con-

text. These assessments must mirror thegoals of instruction. They should sample
the kinds of hands-on activities and extended problem assignments found in the
best classroom science instruction and should also provide information on pro-

gram and schooling features.

Due to the reliability, versatility, and efficiency of multiple-choice items, such
items are likely to continue to play a role in such assessments, but care should be
taken that tests call for scientific reasoning and the application of scientific prin-
ciples, not just factual recall. This is likely to require multiple-choice items with

more complex, extensive stimuli than simple knowledge items. ft is critical to
recognize that some of the most important science learning outcomes may be
nearly impossible to test with forced-choice items of any kind. As an instance,
students should gain skill in formulating plausible explanations for experimental
findings. **sting this skill may only be possible with tree-response itemsrequiring

hand scoring.

Contextual information about teachers and learners, classmon resources and
practices, as well as information about important affective learnimi outcomes may
be obtained using background questions for students and separate questionnaires
for teachers and principals, but care should be taken to discourage respondents or
test users from treating instructional activities as ends in themselves.
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Chapter VIII
Recommendations

The recommendations in this chapter are grouped around six principles which sum-
marize our view of how student learning in science at the middle :evel shouki be
assessed

I. Assessment must be challenging and interesting. Classroom, schaol, and
large-scale science assessments must reflect the educational purposes at the
middle level and the growth and development of young adolescent.

2. Assessment must reflect science instruction,which itself should reflect the
goals for science learning, which in turn should reflect good science. Assess-
ment must include both science knowledge and the laboratory, intellectual,
and social skills crucial to the learning and doing of science.

3. Reporting systems should reflect science assessments with fidelity.

4. Educators involved at every level need to understand the new conception
of assessment and carry out relevant strategies, and their clients's and au-
diences' need to understand the purposes and results.

5. Improving the quality of the science program in a school or district requires
information on context as well as on outcomes.

6. Further knowledge and new techniques must be created so that assessments
of science learning and performance are faithful to the goals ofscience educa-
tion and to the nature of science.

For each of the principles, we provide a brief discussion as necessary and then
some action steps for bringing about the kinds of assessments that would support
good science instruction in the dassroom and help policy makers in their efforts
to improve science education for young adolescent&

Principle: Assessment must be challenging and interesting, itmust
retied the educational purposes at the middle level and
the growth and development of the young atblescent.
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Classoom assessmatts should be vpcstunities for students and teachers to &cover
together how learning has progremed. it should be recognized tha studats as well

as Withers are important users of the infonnation that assessments provide.

Students will find assessments challenging and interesting if, in solving the prob-
lems posed, they discover new uses for the Ideas and methock; they have learned.
Performance assessments can be hl.ly engaging and instrwthe, and they am test
learning outcomes that are difficult to measure in other ways. Projects and produc-
tions of many different kinds can serve as the Innis for performance assessments.

Recommendations

I. Assessments should include some long-term projects that involve the integra-
tion of the knowledge, laboratory skills, and thinking =I reasoning competen-
des the students are expected to acquire.

2. Some classroom assessments should call for new applications of the material
that has been /earned. After learnim about environmental adar4ations, br ex-
ample, the students can be asked to "design an animal" to survive in a specified
envimnment.

3. Even though some departmentalization is typical during the middle-school
years, some science assessments should be integrated with assessments in other
content areas. Oral and written reports can demonstrate literacy and com-
munication skills as well as scientific understanding. Laboratory workbooks
should demonstrate growing skill in using mathematics as well as science.

4. When middle-level students work collaboratively on group projects, at least pan
of the assessment should address the quality of the grimp's effort. The stuck:mt.;
should not be asked to work cooperatively but then only be assessed

5. Large-scale assessments should strive to support the efforts of classroom and
school assessments.

Principle: Assesnnent must reflect science instruction, which itself
should reflect the goals fm. science learning, which hi turn
should reflect good science.

Discussion

Both in this report and in the earlier one on elementary school science, we have
stressed the reed for a correspondence between good science instruction and assess-
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ment. Without this interlinking, the !vowing errvhasison assessment can only serve
to exacertate the current poor condition of sdence education in U.& schools.

Reconantenthylons

1. llxichers rthould be prepared to model the integration of science knowledge,
science laboratory skills, and science thinldng skills In their instruction.

2. leachers should integate assessment and instruction, withering assessment
data as students are engiged in classroom science activities.

3. leachers should clarify the goals of their instruction, making sure that their
studrmts are equally clear about these goalsacross thecourse and in the con-
text of each instructional activity.

4. The boundaries of classroom assessment must be expanded to integrate in-
structional goals and inkormation, including teacher observations, oral presen-
tations, production of computer and constructed models, drawings, and
research efforts in and out of laboratory settings.

5. 'leachers should design science instructional and learning activities that in-
corporate the collection of concrete evidence of learning, including models
that the students have Wilt, reports, laboratory logs, computer output. essays.

and records of oral presentations.

6. lbachers should plan science instruction and learning activities that incor-
porate both individual and group tasks. This will provide a wide variety of
products to assess progress, both to inform future instruction and to give
grades.

7. Itachers should design science instructional and learning activities that pro-
vide students ample opportunities to assess the quality of their own work,
including encouraging students to keep written journals of their progress
towards the learning goals.

& 'lbachers should provide opportunities for the collaborative interpretation of
the evidence accumulated and perceived by students on their learning and
their own judgments and records of progress.

9. 'leachers should ensure that this ccilaborativeevaluation of student progress
results in a product thrd can be shared with parents, which gives middle-level
students the responsibility for keeping their parents informed about their prog-
ress on a regular basis.

10. 'Butchers should use assessment data to modify instruction and plan future
activities.

11.1tachers, principals, and science supervisors should become partners, with
principals and science specialists providing regular checks on the effectiveness
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of the instruction and the progress of students. Such independent observa-

tions of the students' learning provide addftional perspective, enhanced w
portunity for gaff developawntand a way to keep wincipals informed atxxd

the sctmol science program.

12. Superintendents have the obligation to support teachers and reindpals, both

in terms of providing the necessary resources for facilitatim &strict goals in
science, including appropriate staff developmeri in assessment, and in terms

of educating the community and local school board about the strenighs of

the new approach that integrates instruction and asseArent.

Principle: Repmlbig systems should reflect science assessments
with Meaty..

Discasskm

It is important that the messages sent to tetwhers and parents in assessment reports
about what is important in science education not be antithetical or contradictory

with the message to use instructional opportunities as assessment opportunities.

Therefore, if there is a prescribed body of content and skills expected of the students,

the teachers need to be able to incorporate them into their curriculum, instruction,

and assessment. In that way, there will be a positive correspondence between the

data collected at the dassmom level and the goals of the school and the state depart-

ment of education.

In many cases, there is no articulated curriculum that teachers feel a need to follow.

and they appear to be free to develop instructional opportunities for students ac-

cording to their own goals. Sometimes, however, a curious and unfortunate situa-

tion occurs in which national or state tests are administered to the students in a

school, and the test results are then used to hold the school accountable for
knowledge and skills that were not shared with the teachers. If the tests that are ad-

ministered do not, in fact, represent the school's goals, then the teachers and school
authorities should not treat the test results and report them to the community as
if that were the case. The same holds true at a state and a national level.

lbachers and administrators cannot control what an external evaluation agency
might do, but they should exert their influence in interpreting test results and striving

for better assessment. For example, if a nationally normed assessment of school
science does not match the state's or a school's goals, the message sent to parents
and teachers should not be that the school or state has not succeeded simplybecause

the test results are poor. Rather, the school or state should be able to present a con-
vincing case of how it has succeeded on the goals it has been striving toward.

The reporting implications that foirow from this discussion are that schools,
districts, and states need to be clear about the goals they are assessing. Then, they
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might to give considerable thought to what the obsermble indicatcws are (and on
which ata torrid be collected) that would provide evidence that thelr goals have
bear achieved.

Recommendsgiona

1. leachers should be involved in developing strateffies together, analyze, and
portray assessmert information that will be meaningful to parents, com-
munities, and polkymakers.

2. St* ckpartments of education should provide tedmical assistanceto enable
teachers to gather, analyze, and portray data that will be meaningful to patents
and comnumities. Assistance should also be provitkad to help teachers and
school officials to aggregate and report data useful for policymakers.

3. Districts should help teachers develop alternative rzport catds in the form of
pmfiling, as distinguished hum grading. These sorts of report cards, pmviding
descriptive informatbn zdaout each student's strengths and weaknesses, would
be usecul for both formative and sumrnative evaluation.

4. National and gate agencies shcold seek ways to .1ggregate data collected at
the school level. his may requhe panthel and complementary data collec-
tion efforts, checks using standardized assessment questions or tasks, or
"second opinions" by outside observers to ascertain the reliability and validity
of the data collected locally.

5. For certain core learnings, there should be a ronsensus effort to agree upon
assessment strategies and reporting gmtegift throughout a state. States will
need to provkle a technical assistance compcient toensure that comparable
procedures are used for administration Of assessment exercises and interpreta-
tion and teporting of results.

Principle: Educators Involvedat every level need to unchustand the
new conception of assessment and carry out relevant
strategies, and their dhmts and audences need to unders-
tand the purposes and results.

Discussion

Higher education institutions that educate prospective teachersand are chatged with
insetvice staff development, associations of principals and superintendents,
teachers' groups, 3ssociations of parents and school board members, and educa-
tional writos all have important parts to play in fostering improved science learn-
ing and assessment.
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Reconameisdations

I . Higher edtmation instiMbns should model, aplain, turd Ow teachers the tods
to rwroduce the paincOles cA teaming and assessment descrted in this report.

Some specifics Mow:

Awropriate emphasis (or a pronium) should be placed on fosming a depth
of understanding ci scientific concepts and primiples, in tlw teachers' own
schtnce prwaration as well as in what they are expected to bring to their

students.

'leachers should be taqht and have opportunities to practice a variety of
shategiesfor monitoring their own level of understamling via individual Imp
nais, small- and large-group dscussions, and opportunities to compare their
own thinking, through discussion anct further reading, with tfut of practic-

ing scientist&

Higher education environments should mocel communities of inquiry in
which teachersare encouraged to pnerate new questions, ask clarification
questions, and discuss their tentative hunches and hypotheses with others
both with respect ID science subject mato' tund pedagogy for teaching science.

Insdtutions of higher echrcationshould foster and encourage persistence and
the assimilation of new informatkon and experiences by giving teachers long-
term assignments which require revisiting the same concepts, as they will
be expected to cb with their students. They also should foster and assess the
acquisition of the dispositions of scientists, including the stimulation of in-
tellectual curiosity, open-mindedness, and tolerance for ambiguity.

Higher education classrooms should provide owortunities and rewards for
teachers to do true investigations (in contrast to verification exercises) in
which teachers generate and clarify the problem to be researched, develop
a strategy for data collection, analysis and portrayal, and communicate their
findings to their classmates, their instructors, and possibly to other audience&
including mmbros of the science community. In shon, prospective teachers
should be taught and assessed as they will be expected to teach and assess

their students.

2. Groups of superintendents, principals, and teachers meeting alone and with
one another must work to improve the quality of science learning and assess-

ment. Several specific recommendations follow:

These three groups should discuss strategies br examining the standardized
tests used to assess the middle level science program in order to determine
what masers they are sending about their goals in science education.

The same question should be asked about teacher-made tests and other in-
formation used to determine rwort-card grades. What besides tests is used
to determine report-can:I grades? What might the students conclude about
the relative importance of breadth of knowledge and depth of understand-
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Ins? How are scientifk skills, processes, and disliositions factored into the
determination of grades?

These thnse gnaws also skald reflecton strategies to be used at the school
level to ascertain whether the school's sciarce curriculum addresseswhat
they truly believe to be important br students to learn. So= questionsto
consider include the followint Does the curriculum as it currently is be.
ing Mimed produce students who see the relevance of science in their
lives? Does it motivate stuthmts to take more courses in the bitiogical,
physical, and earth sciences in MO school? Whet percotages of students
are taking mare that the minimum number of required science credits?
What acklitional skals and knowlecke would be required of the teaching
and administrative staffs in the school in onier to design learning and
assessment activities likely to address needs identified by the above
questions?

3. Parents' groups and school board members should ensure that
superintendents, principals, and teachers are free to des4gn better learning
and assessment opportunities for young adolescents Superintenrknt& prin-
cipals, and teachers claim that it is the parents and the school boards who
want to know how the local school's students compare to students in other,
similar schools or across the nation. Sometimes this perception results from
the existence of school board policies calling kw annual testing in science at
the middle level. Patents groups and schcol board members stmuld confront
the fact that the pressure to perform well on standardized, norm-referenced
tests pressures teachers to "cover the curriculum"represented in overstuffed
textbooks nailer than to provide a set of more time- consuming learning =I
assessment experiences that are aimed at a conceptual understanding of
science.

We recommend that parents' groups and school board members reevaluate
the goals they have for science education, how these goals are to be achiev-
ed, and how achievement of the goals will be assessed so as to preserve their
intent.

4. Education writers also havean important part to play in bringing about im-
proved learning and assessment opponunIties kg young adolescent& If the
problems and potential solutions described in thisreport were made available
to a public considerably larger than the one likely to read this report, parents
and school board members could become more aware of the magnitude of
today's science education dilemma& Education writers can help by careful-
ly examining current testing practices and reporting on their limited
sign'ficance so that the public will demand that educatorstry some different
approaches to developing learning and assessment opportunities at the mid-
die level rather than using inappropriate and constraining practices.

Inc
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Principka hepreving the *minty el the whom proem In a selusel
or dish** requires inhume= escontest as well as eu
eutanues.

Discussion

Improvement of science educatkin at the middle level hinges on an understanding
and tracking of the process throu0 which student iearnin -; in science as well as
other outcomes are produced. This kind of information is available to the teacher
for the indvidual classroom, but not to polkymakers at more aggregar levels,

unless it is specifically collected.

Reconunentkukuss

I. National policy makers should set the tone for assessang the context in which
science learning takes place by hieriVrting national data about essential pro-
gram characteristics: science program facilities and equipment teacher:
backgrourd; and qualificationc curriculum; instructional strategies; and pro-
fessional teaching conditions in school&

2. State policy makers amid include context assessments among theindicators
of science program quality they use for school and district accountability or
for trinering program improvement initiatives.

3. State education agencies and the research community should assist in the
development of valid and useful measures of essential science program
characteristics and schemes for reporting the results of such assessments.

4. State education agencies and local school district administrators should pro-
vide technical assistance to schools as they attempt to implement measures
of the school context in valid and reliable ways and as they begin to use the
results of such assessments to frame improvement strategies for science
program&

5. Local district administrators and school boards mu.st work with parents and
the community to help them understand the importance of assessing and
reporting information about the context of science programs. They must show
the community that such infonnation can highlight problems and provide
clues about potential solutions. They must communicate loudly that view-
ing science test scores in the context of information about science programs
can help communities move beyond self-congratulation or hand wringing by
providing useful directions for school impmvement in science education.
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Principle Anther knowledge and new techniques must be created
so tiat assessments of science learning and performance
are faithful to the goals of science education and to the
nature of science.

Throughat this mon, we have noted instances where knowledge and understand-
ing are inadequate. Exampies drawn from earlier chapters Include the extent to
which capacity br formal opentional thinking can be developed in all young
adolescents and the science experiences and prowls that enhance such develop-
ment; measurable atittnies and behaviors that are valid proxies for future engage-
ment with science and application of scientific thinking skills; and identification
of policy- nutable program variables that are strongy linked to desired student out-
comes for science education a the micklie level. Rather experimentation with and
development of valid assessment techniques that are steciendy reliable for use
in large-scale assessments is urgent. Similarly, better means for collecting relevant
program and contextual information must be developed. These needs imply sup-
port both for basic research and for development.

&commendations fbr Research

1. The National Science Foundatkm, the United States Department of Educa-
tion, and private foundations concerned with science educaion should spon-
sor research programs desiped to investigate how instruction, and whit kinds
of science activities and content teaching specifically, can help develop for-
mat operational thinking in young aiolescents with different backgrounds,
competencies, and preceding educational experiences.

2. Interdisciplinary teams of researchers drawn from science education, the tele-
vant science discipHnes (that is, those generally included in middle or Junior
high school science curricula), psychology, and educational measurement
should investigate the relationships currently posited among scientific at-
titudes and behaviors exhibited in school (or reported on a questionnaire) and
disposition beyond the science classroom to apply science knowledge and
thinking skills and continue ones engagement with science.

3. Federal agencies and private foundations supporting research in education
should invest in fine-grained longitudinal studies to establish linkages
between science programs and teaching variables andscience learning out-
comes for different student groups. (This is in contrast to large-scale
longitudinal studies which, perforce, have to use gross process and outcome
variables.) What is the role of different instructional strategies(hands-on and
laboratory work, collaborative group work, long-term projects, oral and written
presentations, use of the microcomputer-based laboratory)? What is the role
of the textbook, trade books. other written materials. guest appearances by
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scientists, and science fairs? How important is parent invc4vemeM, and how
can k be engenthwed? How do the dfects of these factors vary br Ws? Boys?
For stuckents from &Keret ethnic mei socioeconomic mums' To what ex-
tent can sclera* programs, to be successful with young **vents, &al with
suNect matter and abstractkms importare for science learning but br removed
from their experiences and ostendge keerests? Ali these are questicers that
need better inkematkm than is available at present, *urn too much of science
instruction continues to be based on unverified practice and opinion.

Reconunenthrikans Apr Development

4. Assessment strategies consonant with the goals of scieme edwation and ex-
emplary scimme in the middle grades must be developed for use both by in-
dividual teachers and in large-scale assessnarnts, ln particular, tlw National
Assessment of Educational Progress mkt individual states should attach to
each science assessment they conduct and evaluate some experimental
assessment exercises that will plebe complex and important science learn-
ing outcattes not addressable through tests using muftOlechoice IX alter
short-answer famats. (See, for example, National Assessment of Educational
Prowess, 1917). Experimentation sixtuld include not only the design ci such
exercises but also innovative scoring protocols and other rating =Mods to
explore tlwir kasibility and reliability. Attestion also needs to be givfm to cost
implications recognizing that the improvement of assessment will rewire in-
vestment of additional resources or redeployment of current spending.

5. Similar experimentation needs to proceed with respect to the measurement
of program variables and teaching comlitions. We suggest, however, that
unlike the experimentation with better outcome measures recommenchrd
abovethis experimentation take place separately from the large-scale
amemments of student learning. The reason for this separation is that these
assessments are already very complicated and cumbesome arwl therebre not
a good vehicle for the careful exploration of how best to track the
characteristics of science programs and school conditions that have been
shown (throu0 the research recommended in number three above) to be
strongly linked to student outcomes.

6. The best of assessment strategies will fail unless supported and adopted by
the persons ultimately responsible br the students development in scksre
the classroom teachers. I* therefore urge that preservice and inservice
.eacher education materials be developed that empower teachers to carry out
assessments that will serve good science education in their classrooms.
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The Nsdional Center kw improving Science Education, funded by the U.& Depart-
ment of Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement, is a partnership
of The NETWORK, Inc. and the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS). Its mission
is to pmmote changes/a state and local policies and practices in science curriculum, science
teaching, andthe tesenment of student leamim in science. 1) cb so, the Certer synthesizes
and tram/ales recent and forthcoming studies and reports and develops practical resources
for policy makes and practitimers. &Aging the gap between reseirch, practice, and policy,

Center's work promotes cooperation and collaboration among organizations, institu-
tions, and individuals committed to the improvement of science education.

TheNEHPO4, BSCS
Andover, Massachusetts
Washington, D.C.

The Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Colorado Springs, Colorado
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